an interpretive center / research center
for the Paint Rock Pictographs
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why? Because.
When it comes down to
it, this theory is about
impressions- how do you perceive
a column? As a Greek copy, or a
horses leg? And what does that
tell you?
The great thing is that the end
result of the perception is different
for each person- it's possible no
two people will come up with the
I same
conclusion.
The
questioning of why the designer
chose the body that he/she did for
the design starts a mental gameit gets the observer to think- and
that exposes architecture as a
thought process conceived on a
day in a unique state of mind that
will never occur again...
In other words, I'm just trying to
bring Marco Frascari's theories
into a workable reality...
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ABSTRACT
• Thesis Statement
Corporeality / body in
architectural theory refers to the
human body. There are four basic
divisions in the study of corporeality:
the direct translation of forni- i.e.
isomorphism; the effects of the
human form- anthropometrics; the
proportions of the human form; and
the thought patterns that govern
perception of the body. These
relations can be applied to the body
of nature; i.e. from stereotypical
natural constraints to gathering and
using specific cues from a chosen
context. Therefore, bodies that occur
in nature can inform architecture and
become a generator in the same way
as the human body.
• Scope Of Project
For thousands of years,
humans have left their memories in
paint on a limestone bluff overlooking
the Concho River. This has resulted
in a record left for future peoples to
see and remember: The future
people have arrived, and see no need
to change the tradition.
An interpretive center /
research center will be created for
the study and preservation of the
Indian pidographs at Paint Rock, TX.
The center will be the home of an
institute dedicated to the digital
restoration of aH pictographs for
future peoples to see. A pemrianent
base camp will be created for
archeologists to facilitate studies of
the site and the region.
• Context Statement
The site is located one mile
north of the town of Paint Rock in
Concho County, Texas, on the rolling
plains sun-ounding the Concho River
channel. The pictographs line a half
mile long bluff that faces south
toward the Concho River.
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Theoretical Basis

body? Throughout history,
humankind has used their bodies
as a design factor. Modern
architectural theory has defined
this use as the use of bcxiy, or the
study of corporeality. They are
based on the following definitions:
corporeality: the state or
quality of being corporeal; bodily
existence
corporeal: of, for, or
having the nature of, the body;
physical; bodily; not spirituaTTof
a material natiire; perceptible by
the senses; tangible.
body: 1 the whole
physical structure and substance
of a human being animal, or plant.
4 the flesh or material substance,
as opposed to the spirit. 11 a
separate portion or mass of matter
9 anything having real or material
substance or form; any physical
or perceptible object.^
Body can be either the
humanfcxxiyor it can be a physical
form that takes up space.
If it is said to use the body in the
process, then how is it done?
How are design principles, oulled
from the^6lyl6 torpo'realrfy and
It would be helpful at this
point to discuss how body plays a
role in the traditional design
process. There are four major
ways for the bcxdy to be studied,
and all relate to the human body.
The ways become processes for
interpreting the tx)dy into the built
worid.
• Body as form generator
(Isomorphism)
I
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Bcxiy in its primary sense
is the direct relation of its form to
human-made artifacts. The
handprint and reverse handprint

is a reoccurring image in eariy
pictographs. Translated into the
physical worid, the hand becomes
a precious object keeper, a chann,
a rake, and a variety of utilitarian
objects.
Inner body parts become
form generators as well. Structure
is referred to many times as the
skeleton. Exposed beam ceilings
take on the feel of a rib cage.
BcxJy as form generator
includes the direct translation of
body parts into architecture. For
instance, the head becomes a
complete structure at the Parco
des Monstre near Rome, Italy.
The mouth is literally a door, and
the eyes and nostrils punch
through the wall and become
windows. The brain cavity has a
table and benches upon which
theoretical discussions can take
place.^ Thus, the individual parts
transform into their secondary
connotations: the eyes let in light,
the nostrils admit air, the mouth
takes in thinkers with nutritious
thoughts to digest.
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• Body and Anthropometrics
Body in its secondary
sense is the effects of form on
design. "The pttDject of the handle
results from the mold of the grasp
of the hand rather than from a
fonnal presentation of the hand
itself"^. Door lintels are raised
high enough so that heads will not
bump into them. Any way that the
environment can be adapted to
suitthe spatial requirements of the
user's body is in the realm of
anthropometrics. For instance, if
chairs did not conform to the
human body, then they would
probably be uncomfortable.
Saddles must accommcxJate all
the horses that will wear it, or the
saddle might not function well.
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• Vltruvius, Albert!, and the
Proportions of the Body

column is not directly taken from
the human body, the numbers It
was derived from was. Thus, tying
Body in the third sense is back to the body, no matter how
the translation of it's proportions many steps removed, was an act
into a system that can be applied of justification for arriving at a
to design. Vitoivius is credited solution.
with laying down fundamental
The body then becomes
proportional systems in his work. the source for measurements The
On Architecture. He stated that resulting design could be
Ttemples] must have an exact composed of any type of elements
proportion worked out after the as long as they follow the
fashion of the members of a finely- proportional relationships set by
shaped human body."" Thus, the the body. A negative point is that
body was held as the most there are no visual cues left for
important design influence.
the observer to discover the
Leon Battista Alberti source of the proportions.
explained the determination of the Alberti's book was written for his
order's proportions as based on in order to educate them about the
the human form. "When they origins of his designs. Were they
considered man' s body, they decided able to tell beforehand?
to make columns after his image.
Having taken the measurements of a • The New Corporeality
man, they discovered that tlie width,
from one side to the other, was a sixth
The new corporeality
of the height, while flie depth, from suggested by Marco Frascari is
navel to the kidneys, was a tenth.'" how the mental construct of our
What Alberti says next suggests bodies affects our design
that the body is only the starting judgment. Frascari is fond of a
point, with more derivations to paraphrase by Paul Valery after
come: "The ancients may have built the Greek architect Eupalinos
their colimms to such dimensions... "When 1 design a dwelling...1
But that natural sense, innate in the confess... It seems to me my body is
spirit... suggested to them that neither playing its part in the game.*" The
the thickness of the one or the way that humans have come to
slendemess of the oflierwas suitable, see their bodies filtered through
so that they rejected both. They their memories becomes a
concluded that what they sought lay sourcefile
for
generating
between the two extremes." Thus, architectural form. A new
human intellect redesigned the corporeality explains the ability to
column away from its basis in the see human attributes and effects
human body by changing the in artifacts, even when not
mathematics. "They therefore evidently expressed as such. It
resorted frrst to arithmetic, added the is "making visible the invisible body
two together, and then divided the of our corporeal image. The hidden
sum in half; by this diey established image becomes open.'" Thus, a
that the mmiber that lay midway base of a column can be
between six and ten was eight This perceived as a foot, the capital as
pleased them so they made a column a head, etc. The reverse is true:
eight times the width of the base, and The elbow models for a hinge, the
called it ionic." Although the Ionic arm to a door..

The new corporeality
expresses
itself
through
metaphor. By saying the capital
is the head, an series of mental
images form in the transfomiation
sequence from capital to head.
What is important is that the
thought head is not brought to
mind by an isomorphic fonn like
the one mentioned above from the
Parco des Monstre. Rather, it
may be position of a mass, or the
command of a space that seems
to be in control of the rest of the
building.
Frascari bolsters this view
by his definition of body:
Bodyy (Marco Frascari):
"...The body is then the key semiotic
tool for translating the diverse system
of unconscious feelings into
conscience meanings tliat make \xp the
rhizome of sign composing an
edifice." Thus, in order to design
a bcxJy, the architect must use
feelings and emotions caused by
the human form and its relations,
not necessarily physical cues.
This opens the door to the use of
semiotic metaphors (symbolic
meanings that associate to the
original root) to try to explain what
our emotions make us see.
Nomian Crowe supports
this: "we judge things outside
ourselves from a body related
understanding first, and an
intellectual understanding second,
not the other way around. It is safe
to say that our perception of the worid
around us is first and foremost in
relation to our bodies, even though
we prefer to think of our perceptual
responses as more objective than that
impHes."* What is proposed is that
once the body understanding is
realized, then the intellectual
interpretation should begin to
explain what was seen and why.
The big question is which
cues tell the observer what they
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are seeing? Frascari questions it
this way:" How do you ti:anslate
somethiag into somethhig else? How
do you substitute a signifier for
another signifier for the same
signified?'" Using the past analogy
to restate, how do you conjure the
thought head from an element of
architecture without building a
head? If the designer intends the
head of a horse, what is the result
if the observer sees the head of an
eagle? The orders are a historically
successful example- they usually
connote accurate images in the
mind of what they are based on.
But that doesn't solve all immediate
questions: if the base is a foot, and
the capital is a head, then what
plays the part of the arms?
Trabeation? Going one step
further: what about the intent of the
designer? In reference to aims in
the orders, George Hersey
believes that the Greeks designed
columns without the representation
of the anns because the columns
were stylized armless caryatids
(which is an indication that the
caryatid slave was harmless.^") In
fact. According to Hersey, the
Greek temples are stylized
displays of the bodies of their
enemies and prey. The early
Greeks stmng their spoils in sacred
trees; the sacred trees formed
precincts; the wooden precincts
were replaced by the stone temple;
etc.
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continuously in the constructed
world."" Frascari means that the
interpretation of the architectural
source bcxjy will be different for
every observer. What is important
is the realization that the mind
relates a design to the body, but
its not sure how. This expansion
of the mind allows it to use the
body for design solutions.
How can the new
corporeality use the body as a
source? The body must be diced
and chopped so that parts
become the building blocks of
architec^ture.
With
environmental
awareness growing in society,
humankind has come to realize
that it is no longer the center of
the natural worid. It is about timenature provides a wealth of
information to be gathered.
Maybe corporeal studies need to
shift from humankind to the realm
of nature.

One may never see the
exact fonn that was intended by the
designer. Frascari explains it in this
way: "In architecture the grotesque
body is a body in continuous
metamorphosis, a bodyfi^eedfrom the
mirror of itself- freed from similar
resemblance. The grotesque image is
not tlie unique and fmite image of the
metaphorical body but rather it is a
body that transforms itself
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THE BODY OF NATURE

T-6: Structure inside the bone of a vulture's wing
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T-7; Sacrifice formed the basis fo the
greek temple.
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T-8: The Sacred tree became the basis
for the column

temples from groups of sacred i
trees.'^ This practice evolved
If the study of body can from each god having their own
be applied to a human , it stands sacred tree. Thus, when carving
to reason that they can be applied a statue of Zeus, it had to be out
to other bodies in nature as well. ofOak.'^
Other natural elements
If body can be defined as 'the
whole physical structure and used as design cxies included
substance of a human being, animal, materials used in sacriflce and
or plant', then animals and plants the victim's remains: bones,
should be able to be analyzed on horns, urns, lamps, fruit and
the same level as the human vegetable relics, flowers, and
body. Moreover- if body is also weapons. ^^ All of these elements
defined as 'anything having real or were stylized and used in the
material substance or form; any formation of the orders.
physical or perceptible object', then
the fomi of the earth as part of • Nature and its effects
nature should also be studied.
Much like the hand
In the previous section,
the body was interpreted by four affecting the shape of a tool,
processes. What is the result of erosion is a response to the
using these processes on nature? effects of nature (hand to a mug,
wind to a dune). Thus, if a
building form is to blend in with a
• Nature and isomorphism
couple of hills, then its body
Nature has always lent its should be shaped as if the wind
fonn to humankind. Primitive and rain had been carving it for
peoples used it as a subject for centuries.
When the buffalo would
their art, and modem man uses it
as subjects for plush toys and drink at a waterhole, they tended
to wallow in the mud. Overtime,
teapots.
An
example
of this action deepened ancl
implementation would be to look widened the hole. All sorts of
at a vulture's wing. "The bone creatures burrow into the ground
structure... which requires great fortheir homes, their sustenance,
strength with minimum weight is a and their defense. They leave
most beautiful three-dimensional their mark upon the earth. All of
lattice.'^" The bone structure has these actions cause depressions,
direct implications for stnjctural trails, caverns, and mounds.
elements.
Humankind always gets
In the quote above, Moshe Safdie bent out of shape when an animal
described the bone as a 'lattice'. comes in and roots up the
Applied directly, a lattice that garden. The animal has been
takes design cues from the bone doing this for millennia- a natural
will make the observer recall the process started long before
humans planted gardens.
bone image.
Especially when tied to Natural forms created by the
worship, humans borrow natural annadillo, the ant, a river, etc.
fonns and implement them into should be studied and replicated
make
humankind's
design. Referring back to the to
orders, the Greeks refined their intervention harmonious with the
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processes of nature.
• Nature and Proportions
The nautilus shell has
always been a source for
mathematics and proportion. It
grows in a logarithmic scale, which
can be applied to proportioning
elements of a composition.
Suppose that a building's
proportions are to be based on
elements read from its context.
Take the wolf, for example. The
body fits in a square that is the
length of three heads. The knee
and elbow joints are half the height
of the square. A useable ratio of
2:1 could be established for
proportioning. Or, if looking at
length to width, the body at its
widest point is one head- so the
proportion of 3:1 is established.
This process can be applied to any
animal to And a useable ratio. It
would be interesting to establish
an order with one...
I • New Corporeal Perception of
I Nature
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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It could be said that the
airplane is based on the bird- but
there are many steps taken from
the transformation of bird to plane.
What are the significant design
cues in nature that need to be
picked up on and used? Most
people have a pair of "rabbit ears"
on their television to improve
reception. The basic fonn of two
rods sticking into the air recall the
vision of a rabbit sitting the field,
with his "antennas" up trying to
pick up a sound. So, anything
that is distinct to a species,
element, or thing is what should
be considered for usage as a
design element.
When modern humankind
looks at the orders, they do not

II • I

from natural objects to refined
sculpture. They are too far
removed from the culture that
formed the orders to remember
the associations of the individual
parts. The orders are an excellent
example of the application of the
new corporeality... taken one step
too far. That is the design flaw in
the orders; they should relate their
origins to the observer without
being obvious. Modern man
should be able to see cleariy the
foot, head, neck, horn, egg, teeth,
dripping fluids, bone, etc.... but
without
expressing
the
aforementioned parts specifically.
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To what end do we do this? Why?
-to explain nature in a building
language
-to relate a building with its context
-to explore a new source of
inspiration for design
-to justify our actions by basing it
on life itself
We have created an
exact worid that we can control to
the end. That which we can't
control is what we yearn to
emulate.
All of these methods
unleash a wealth of information for
implementation into design. This
basis of analysis allows any
context to be analyzed and then
have its bodies interpreted into
design elements.
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Response
Corporeality just creates
another cotor book to be scribbled
in...another clip art book to trace
and morph...
Since natural bodies exist
at
every
site,
corporal
interpretation of contextual bodies
allows a site specific design
vocabulary to be established. If
done correctly, the building shall
blend well into its surroundings by
regurgitating the context around
it in architectural form. The
corporeal foundation laid above
brings up several issues and their
design responses.
ISSUE 1: THE APPROPRIATE
SOURCE FOR DISCOVERING
THE BODY OF NATURE
response: read the local context
of the site and DETERMINE
WHAT
BODILY
FORMS
DOMINATE.
ISSUE 2: Interpretations of
dominant bodies through various
means creates data with which
new architectural form can be
synthesized.
RELATION
OF
ISOMORPHISM
TO
ARCHITECTURAL FORM:
response: use the actual fornial
characteristics of the subject as a
source
RELATION
OF
POMORPHSIM
TO
ARCHITECTURAL FORM
response: use the effects of the
subject as a source
RELATION OF BODILY
PROPORTIONS
TO
ARCHITECTURAL FORM
response: use the underlying
proportions of the major elements
of a subject as a source.
RELATION

':z;sssaaamm^
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CORPOREALITY
T(
ARCHITECTURAL FORM:
response: understand what
impression a subject has on the
emotions and use as a source
ISSUE 3: NEW C O R P O R E A L I
CONNOTATION
response: The design shoulc
respond without being directly
obvious of its source.
ISSUE 4: SHOULD C O N S E R V E I
NATURE BY USING P A S S I V E I
BUILDING TECHNIQUES
If nature is to be the|
source of design influence, ther
its totally contained energy systeml
should be as well. Humans should!
work with the energy providec
every day by their climactic
conditions- not go digging u(
resources to create more.
A Passive solar desigr
concepts shall be used tc
eliminate energy waste.
1. the use ofl
masonry walls and watenvalls for^
heat retention.
2. correct solarl
orientation can reduce solar gain,|
thus reducing the excess energy
entering the system.
B wind channels formec
by earth and vegetation to helf
cool in summer.
C. Xeriscape landscapinc
shall be instituted.
1. Indigenous or lev
maintenance plant life will be used|
in landscaping.
2. Planting bed design will
encourage the reduction of
resources used.
I
D. waste water recyclingi
program- waste water shall be
recycled for use in landscaping
and water features.
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City of Orvieto, Umbria, Italy.
Thousands of years
ago, an upthrust of lava rock
formed a plug of tufa stone in
the Umbria region of Italy. The
Etmscans, Romans, and Italian
peoples built on this rock as it
was a natural safe haven. Their
buildings rose out of the stone
built by the stone, and thus
carried the body of the stone
higher. In the twilight, the city
with its lights recreates the
upthrust of lava. Each window
perception is altered, it could
have been assumed that the
buildings were carved out of the
mass of rock. The hill always
freezes those who approach ita city in complete harmony with;
its topographyjthat creates a
whole.^"

World. Bloomington; Indianai
Universtiy Press, 1984, 26.
^ Victoria Neufeldt, ed. Webster's ^^ Moshe Safdie, Fonn and Pur-I
New World Dictionary. 3rd college pose, (Boston; Houghton Mifflin
edititon.( New York; Prentice Hall, Co., 1982),
1994).
^^ George Hersey, p. 11-15.
I
^ The head is a folly at the Parco 'Mbid., 11.
des Monstre near Rome. It is to- 'Mbid.,p. 13.
tally carved out of stone- one '^ Information from author's visit!
couW say created out of the body to Casa Batllo. photos courtesy I
of the rock. Information from visit of the author.
I
by the author.
^^ information from the personal!
^Marco Frascari,. "A New Corpo- experiences of the author.
I
reality of Architecture." in J.A.E.
Vol. 4+w no.2, Jubilee 1987,
p.22?-23?
" Vitruvius. On Architecture.
Trans, by Frank Granger. Cambridge: Harvard Unviersity Press,
1962, 159.
^ Leon Battista Alberti,. On the Art
of Building in Ten Books, Trans,
by Rykwert, Joseph, Neil Leach,
and Robert Tavernor. (Cambridge: the M.l.T. Press, 1988),
309.
^ Paul Valery,. "Eupalinos or the
Architect" in The Collected Works
of Paul Valery, Vol. 4 . out of
Frascari, Marco. "A new Corporeality of Architecture. J.A.E. Vol.
4+w no.2, Jubilee 1987, p.22?23?
^Marco Frascari, Monsters of Architecture, (Savage, Maryland:
Rowman and Littlefield, 1991), 35.
* Crowe, Norman. Nature and the
Idea fo a Man-Made World.
Cambrdge: The M.l.T. Press,
1995, 50.
^ Frascari. Monsters of Architecture, p.112.
^° George Hersey, The Lost
Meaning of Classical Architecture,
(Cambridge; The M.l.T. Press,
1995), 132.
^^ Marco Frascari, Monsters of
Architecture, 35. A paraphrase of
Mikhail Bakhtin, Rabelais and His
• Theoretical Basis Notes
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Centuries ago, Indians
lof the area later Known as
[Texas started recording their
ilives in pictographs. From
[crudely formea stick figures to
[lavish multicolor scenes, a 'mu[seum of memories' was left for
[future peoples to see. The
jPalnted Rocks in Concho
[County are a record of man's
Ipresence in the area. Because
[the facility celebrates the hisItorical references, a review of
[the region's history is impor[tant. This section will discuss
[the origins of the Indians who
[created the pictographs, infor[mation about the pictographs
[themselves, as well as stories
|of those who came after.

20

Traces of early man in
[the Concho valley date back
113,000-18,000 years. The
["Paleo-americans" migrated
[over the Bering land bridge and
[were the first successful people
[to move into and survive in the
[region. They lived and hunted
[in groups, cooked with fire,
[manufactured topis out of flint
[and bone, fashioned clothes
[out of animal skins, and used
[symbols to communicate.^^
[Tne paleo Americans were
[very prolific in Texas-New
[Mexico area. Roots of civiliza[tion were forming, but never
took hold. About 5000 b.c,
[another migration of people
[over the Bering land bridge
[started pushing southward.
[This migration was different
[from the paleos-and soon overIran them and the entire hemi[sphere. The new natives diversified and became the American Indians.

m Probable Artists:
Jumanos, Lipan Apaches,
and Comanches
It is hard to determine
who is exactly the artists of the
pictographs. Most probably, it
IS the work of nomadic bands
of Jumano, Lipan Apaches and
Comanches. It would be helpful to learn a little about the
tribes to get a basic understanding of the artist's background. The limits of this paper will not allow a full discourse
on each tribe.
The Jumanos, largely
based around the Rio Grande
borderlands of Texas, roamed
into the Concho valley occasionally.''® Not mucn is recorded about the Jumanos because of several reasons: tribal
breakdown at the start of the
Spanish (thus historical) era,
the confusion caused by the
Spanish designation of many
tribes as jumano, and that the
jumano were attacked and absorbed into other tribes such as
the Apache.^
The Apache tribe of the
Concho valley was the Lipans.
Nomadic and war-like, small
bands of Lipans followed the
buffalo for sustenance. The
only unity between all Lipans
was that they shared the same
culture-no tribal organization
existed^^. Like most plains Indians, the Lipans were war-like
to defend against rival tribes
and eventually the white man.
When the weather was
hot,, the Indians went around
mostly naked. The males occasionally wore a breechcloth,
leggings, and moccasins. The
females wore a knee length
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deerskin skirt, tight leggings
tied to a belt at their waist, and
high topped moccasins. In the
winter, both added skins for
warmth. Warriors would cut
their hair on the left side at ear
length, and let the right side
grow long- but kept it bound
above the shoulder. Women
pulled their hair back except for
special occasions.^
As far as supematuralism is concerned, the Lipans
had a few deities that could be
approached personally. One of
the most important was Killer
of Enemies, who killed monsters and founded the Lipan
way of life before he became a
spirit^. What seems contradictory with their spirit is that the
Lipans had an absolute fear of
the dead. When someone
died, there was a quick burial,
the belongingsof the deceased
were destroyed, and the families' teepee was moved.
Graves were avoided at all
costs, and the living could not
mention the name of the deceased for fear of attracting
them .2" Because of their fear,
the Lipans probably did not
paint the pictographs referring
to death.
Perhaps the

Comanches did. (seefig. h1.j
The Lipan Apaches fell
victim to the more aggressive
Comanches^^
The
Comanches migrated south
from the Colorado-Wyoming
area to eventually dominate the
plains. Like the Lipan Apaches,
they were not a tribe in a political sense.^^ They moved
across the plains in family
'bands' and groups at different
times.
Drab and dictated by
YM-.^^ * i ^ " ^ < f - : ^ «
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The pictograph above Is interpreted as a funeral by Kay Campbell, who has studied
the pictographs for some time. The upside down character represents the dead.
This would indicate that it is not a Lipan Apache drawing.

Fig. H-2 : Headdress, possible indicating
a Comanche Chief

Fig. H-3: Comanche Council shield

Fig H-4: Caricature of the devil.
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the weather, the Comanches the site was extensively usedi
clothing was basically like the as a campsite. Several rock[
Lipan Apaches. Buffalo skins middens and some mortar[
were added in the winter to holes suggest longer stays[
withstand the coldest gales of were made^^.
j
the plains.2^ The males pride
• The Spanish
I
and joy, their hair, was grown
Spanish
explorers!
very long. Females, on the came through the region!
other hand, paid no attention to around 16412". Their interest!
their hair and hacked it off.^®
was temporary, but it left a per-l
Like all plains Indians, manent mark in the Concho!
the Comanches depended on Valley. The appearance of "a!
the buffalo for their sustenance. lady in blue" to the Jumanos led!
Massive hunts would be orga- them to request a Spanish mis-l
nized involving all the able-bod- sion. One was temporarilyj
ied members of the band. fomied at the Confluence of the!
Sometimes the Indians would South and middle Concho Riv-I
herd the buffalo to their deaths ers in presentday San Angelo.l
off the side of a cliff like the one Other missions, such as thel
at the Painted Rock site.
one near present day Menardl
Unlike the Lipans, the and at San Antonio influenced!
Comanches did not fear the de- some a couple of the paintings:!
ceased. This allowed scalping- there are depictions of two or!
a common practice that three missions and a devil with!
showed the warrior's promi- a pitchfork, (fig. 3-4) Some!
nence in battle.^^ As far as su- believe that the destruction of!
pernatural
beliefs, the the Mission San Saba near!
Comanches did not have one Menard is recorded at t h e !
doctrine. Males who had come Painted Rocks complete with!
of age went of a vision quest dots representing those killed.!
that involved about four days
The Spanish' interest i n !
of seclusion, smoking, and fast- the area was fleeting. Except!
ing. During this vision, the new for the unique pearls of the!
warrior's guardian spirit would Concho River, the region did!
reveal sacred symbols, songs, not seem to hold much impor-!
foods, and then all things that tance for them. Its conquest!
were taboo. This fonned a spe- was not worth the many Span-!
cialized, personal religion for ish lives it would have cost!
that warrior only^. It is pos- against the Comanches.^^
I
sible that the vision quest could
have provided subject matter • Texas settlers
I
for the creation of pictographs.
The influx of anglo set-!
Interpretation of some tiers from the United States!
of the symbols by site owner started around 1790, and not!
Kay Campbell designates this officially until 1821( the year!
site as a meeting place for the Mexico gained independence).!
seven Comanche tribes in the After a couple of years of bloodarea (Fig. H-2 and H-3).
shed and the spread of disThere is evidence that ease, the Comanches were

11111 imii Juiiw
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idriven out of west Texas.
It is said that one of
[those decisive battles occurred
[at the painted Rocks between
[the Indians and the Texas
[Rangers. After some Indian
raids in the San Antonio area
jin 1846, a company of Texas
Rangers led by Jack Hays
[headed for the Painted Rock
[area in pursuit. The forty rang[ers sought refuge at the dense
[thicket at the base of painted
[rocks from the 600 attacking
[Comanches. the rangers held
[the Indians at bay with their
[superior weaponry. After a two
[day siege (and the Comanche
[discovery that they outnum[bered the rangers 10 to 1), the
[Comanches launched an all out
[attack. Their chief, who led the
[charge, was mortally wounded
[during the attack. For a still as
[yet unexplained reason, one of
[the Rangers lassoed the body
[and dragged it into the thicket.
[This bewildered the Indians.
[After trying to reclaim the body,
[the Indians lost over a hundred
(men. Their spirit broken, the
llndians withdrew. Only four
[Rangers died from wounds,
[and are supposedly buried near
[the bluff.^
I Concho County
The county was formed
[out of Bexar county in 1858.
(The area was not settled until
[the 1870's when it came under
[the protection of Fort Concho
[in the present day city of San
[Angelo. The county was for[mally organized in 1879 with
Paint rock as the county seat.^'
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M The Sim's and Campbell's meaning, however, probably was
not intended for all black paintSometime in the 1870's, the ings. Black from charcoal was
Sim's family established a mixt and easily secured. But red
sheep ranch around the was preferred, perhaps because it
Painted Rocks. Kay Campbell suggested blood or life. Other
asserts that her grandfather colors, being less easily obtainchose the site because "the pic- able, were used more sparingly.
tographs needed protection from Usually the black pictures are
vandals." The ranch was smaller than those painted in red.
passed in the Sims family until
The paintings appear to
It was bequeathed to Kay be of various ages. Some, quite
Campbell, who with her hus- bright, ai'e supermiposed over dim
band Fred own it to this day. ones. Among the cases of superThe Campbell's run tours of the imposed pictures is one shovmg
Painted Rock by appointment a longhorn cow over a buffalo.
only- the site is not open to the Both are in red, but the buffalo is
public.
very dim. One human figure is
• The rocks themselves and painted over another, giving the
impression of one person with
their importance
The cliff appears to be four arms. The last picture is
a collection of doodles, brag- slightly larger than the older one.
ging, and signatures. Several In many cases the first paintings
people have claimed to draw have been so covered as to be no
historical events out of the pic- longer traceable.
There is little doubt that
tographs, but they still remain
largely unknown to the aca- some of the older paintings are
demic world. One stumbles prehistoric, while many of the
over references to it by chance- later ones represent the work if
even though it supposed to be historic Indians. Among the latthe largest collection of Indian ter are men on horses, a mission,
a devil with a barbed tail and
pictographs in the state.
Someone who has pitchfork,flags,men wearing hats,
studied the pictographs of boots, etc. The pictures showing
Texas, A. T. Jackson, gives his mission influence probably resulted-as mentioned m the discusanalysis of the site:
Most of the paintings are sion of site No. 147-from contact
in red, but some are in black and a with the San Saba Mission, about
few orange and white. A combi- 40 miles to the south, the mission
nation of red and black occurs was in operation only 12 years, bewith some frequency, but not as ginning in 1756. Some of the
common as the Pecos-Rio Grande most recent pictographs may owe
section. White occasionally ap- their origin to temporary stoppears in combination with red. It overs of bands of Lipan Apaches
is doubtful whether any signifi- or Comanches going on, and recance was attached to the colors turning from, raids into the white
used in most pictures. In some settlements in Mason. Llano, and
cases black was considered a sym- adjoining counties."^'^
bol of death or bravery. Such

Fig. H-5: map of the distribution of
pictographs in Texas
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Other
sites
are
sprinkled over Texas, the majority being in the western section of the state.(fig. 3-5)
• IMPORTANCE
Jackson says that we
cannot interpret the pictographs as writing because the
development of the plains Indian had not reached that level:
"The overpowering culture of the
European conquerors arrived before the Indians anywhere in the
Americas had developed a genuine alphabetic system of writing.
At most, as in Mexico and Middle
America, it had reached only the
ideographic (pictographic) of rebus stage."" Regardless, the
ideographic stage allows a
glimpse into the lives of the Indians. They are the mark of
man-his claim in time, though
his people are long gone, his
claim still exists. It is important
to make sure this claim is available to the future.
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• The Claim
Included from left to the
end of this section are painted
reconstructions of the pictographs copied in 1934. Although all 1500 pictographs are
not shown, it gives a good representation of what can be
found at the site. All the copies are the work of the late
Forrest Kirkland, who went on
a crusade through Texas to
document what remains of the
Texas pictographs^^
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• Historical Basis Notes
^^Gus Clemens, The Concho
Country, (San Antonio: Mulberry Avenue Books, 1980),
13.
^^William Newcomb, The Indians of Texas, (Austin: I he University ot I exas Press, 1961),
225,226.
20 ibid., p. 233.
2^ ibid., p. 124.
22 ibid., p. 109-110.
23 ibid., p. 128.
2Mbid.,p. 124.
2^ "For more than a century, the
Comanche and their allies carried on a war of extermination
against the Lipans, the stakes
being the richly rewarding bison
plains of west Texas. The
Comanches, better equiped
and more numerous, gained
their objective, and won the bison lands. Ibid., 125.
26 ibid. p. 157.
27 ibid. p. 158-159.
2« ibid. p. 160.
29 ibid. p. 181.
3° ibid. p. 186.
3^ A.T. Jackson, Picture-writing
of Texas Indians. (Austin: Ihe
University ot Texas Press,
19??), 207.
32 Gus Clemens, The Concho
Country, 20.
J^ ibid. 34.
3^ Otto Goetz, "The Painted
Rocks of Concho County,
Texas; a Forgotten National
Monument", West Texas Historical Association Yearbook
(Abilene, IX: vol. XXI, October
1945), 68-70.
3^ Gus Clemens, Legacy, (San
Antonio: The Mulberry Avenue
Press, 1983), 177.
36 A.T. Jackson, 267-268.
3Mbid. 1.

^

3« Fon-est Kirkland, The Rock.
Art of Texas Indians, (Austin:
ihe university or lexas Press,
1967,147-155.
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Facility Issues
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Introduction
The importance of the
[pictographs as a link to the past
[is too important to ignore. The
(indiarw created the pictographs
for future generations to look at
land remember. Just looking at the
[pictographs as a tourist is not
(enough. Some type of effort
toward studying the pictographs
[is needed. There is not an
(academic body dedkated to the
study of the Texas pictographs.
Another problem is the
slow degradation of the
(pictographs. Physical measures
{need to be taken so that the
Jegradation slows. Since the
[process cannot be stopped by
(current technology, then another
fomi of documentation needs to
(be developed so that the
[information contained in the
(pictographs is not lost forever.
An institution needs to t>e
(created that will serve as
(caretaker, interpreter, and
(educator. This institution needs
[an on-site facility that is accessible
to Its primary study, as well as
[provide support to other
(archeological operations in the
iarea. This institution also needs
to document the pictographs and
)hall try to retard their
Ideterioration. This institution will
len disseminate its knowledge on
(an academic level and to the
(uneducated visitor. In order to
[achieve that end, the facility must
[be programmed with a mission
(and goals to meet it.

r*-

This section will discuss
the mission distilled from the
information above and then
discuss the appropriate facility
type. It will then cover what the
facility is. Following that the goals
and objectives for this particular
facility will be discussed.
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Institute for Pictographic Studies
offices: offices, work rooms,
storage
Photography
processing, Digital restoration lab,
archive / resource room
A. Administrative offices
will control all activities at the
Research Center
1. centralized
offices
2.
easy
accessibility
from
other
departments
B. Institute offices will
coordinate national activities.
1
interconnected
by
telecommunications and Internet
website
2.
offices to
handle temporary seasonal staff
C. Institute offices will act
as a publishing center
1. workstations
available for the creation of reports
2. paste-up for
archeological document creation
The institute is smaller
than its goal makes it out to be.
The Institute will not take on the
whole worid at once- it will work
one site at a time until a database
of all existing pictographs is
completed and their creators
understood.
GOAL 2: The facility will conduct
the Bonampak method"® of digital
pictograph restoration.
photo and drawing
analysis; drafting, finishing, and
mounting acetate trace art; high
resolution photo scanning; four
workstations of computer
assembly; short and long term
data storage; high resolution
printing and exportation; photo
cropping / presentation of findings;
offices for data processing /
referencing / research; archiving

W^

m Mission and Supporting
Goals
From the discussion above, the|
concluding mission is this:
Mission statement :to promote
the professional archeological
study,
preservation,
restoration,
and
public
interpretation of the Indiar
pictographs and relics at Paint
Rock and at other sites arounc
the globe.
The appropriate facility for
the mission is a combination!
research and interpretive center
that allows academic study as well|
as visitation by the general public.
What does that entail? There is|
not much research / scholarlyj
information about this type of(
center, so information gathering[
will be done through case studies.[

37

Facility Organization and
jLayout
The Painted Rocks
[Research/Interpretive Center
[complex will be physically split into
three parts
11 The Sims-Campbell Research
[Center: handling all pictographic
[research,
documentation,
[restoration, outreach, and all
(archeological processes.
The Painted Rocks Interpretive
[Center: Containing all educational
isplays, public education, public
[reference, and all curational
(activities The Campbell Center
/ill handle the public interaction
/ith the complex
[3. The Homestead and Support
services: All living and guest
quarters, landscaping, and land
[management operations will be
[based here.
[(Analysis of an archeological
[research center will be done in
[case studies.)
Basic knowledge of
interpretive center components is
Ipresented below.
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INTERPRETIVE DISPUWS
Knowledge
about
[artifacts and culture is not worth
[anything unless it is shared with
the public. An interpretive display
[must relate all necessary
[information to the visitor without
[being overbearing. Exhibits are
[best when they engage the visitor[interactive displays foster more
[learning and retention than the
[passive ones.''°
[CURATION OF OBJECTS
The
storage
and
[preservation of objects found at
the site is a major concern.
Protection of the objects from
deterioration caused by the
museum environment itself

The introduction of UV wavelength
light, the temperature, relative
humidity,
and
the
case
constnjction materials themselves
can all contribute to speeding up
the deterioration of artifacts."' All
of these elements must be
controlled to insure the artifacts
are preserved for the public
indefinitely.
DISPLAY OF ARTIFACTS
Case construction should
protect the artifact and still allow
viewing by the general public.
Cases should be constnjcted out
of "safe" materials which do not
give off vapors that are likely to
do damage."2
Case
internal
dehumidification
can
be
accomplished with silica gels. It
is recommended that 20 kg of
silica gel is used per cubic meter
of display space. Air conditioning
systems should remove and add
humidity to the air when
necessary. No system is perfectmonitoring systems such as
hygrometers and dataloggers (a
central computerized monitoring
system) must be used to detect
problems.

• • ueer vaiiey rMA;i%.AMioc(iici,
Phoenix, AZ
Amongst the Hedgepeth[
hills, the Hohokam Indians left}
petroglyphs on the rock surfaces.
The Deer Valley Rock Art Center!
was established to introduce and|
educate visitors to the site and toj
support ongoing archeologicalf
excavations.
The building!
contains a classroom, offices, a[
laboratory, exhibition galleries, a(
video presentation area, and[
curational storage.
Mine tailings, a byproduct!
of the area, was used as an|
arregate to cover the tilt-up[
concrete walls. This makes the|
rock Art Center disappear againstj
the adjacent dam. Learning]
pavilions are set up along the trail(
leading to the petroglyth sites.''^
....... F^ PIm, QmiMVkiv najL M Owmr
<9. Reception area
i Ctesaroom
5. Office
$. Laboratory
7. Exhibition (foUery
$. Video presentation
9. Curatiott »tomge
10. Exit to petroglypk »ite
11. Adobe-dam cmttlet
channel
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FIGURE F-1: Plan

• Lubbock Lake Landmaric;
-ubbock, TX
The Lubbock Lake
|Landmari< state Pari< in Lubbock,
"X, is almost identical to the
facility called for in this program.
|lt is split into two parts: the Robert
"Bob" Nash Interpretive Center,
(and the Quantenary Research
(Center and preserve area.
(The Robert A. "Bob" Nash
(interpretive Center
The Nash Interpretive
jcenter contains a reception area
/ith a ticket counter, auditorium
rith projection equipment,
[interpretive displays, a children's
(learning center, a small gift shop,
land a few administrative offices.
"he displays include education
(about archeology and its
[processes, stratography, artifact
i>i^^^^^Jevidence displays, and dioramas
Jepicting scenes from life
Iprocesses of the Indians.
Upon entering, the visitor
|is directed past the ticket counter,
/ith the entrance to the displays
lirectly ahead. The gift shop and
|auditorium are directly to the left
side. The displays- which appear
to be temporary partitions- twist
through the museum section of
the center and deposit the visitor
[back into the hallway circulation
[path. At this point, the visitor can
(proceed into the children's
(learning center, or they can go out
the back door and start down the
|nature hiking trail.
Exhibit content mainly
focused on artifacts found at the
(site and the process taken to
(acquire them. The first two rooms
lealt with educating the visitor
|about what archeology is, what
type of people do it, and who
worked
on the site at its
40
conception. Next are displays on
stratography and artifacts
associated with various strata.

The rest of the exhibit is dedicated
to life size dioramas that look into
Indian life. All displays were lit with
adjustable tracklighting. Next to
the information boards and lower
on the wall are interpretive signs
just for children. A'rabbit'mascot
reveals an archeological concept
for each area.
The Learning Center
caters mainly to children.
Dioramas, reading material, cases
of samples, and fake dig' sand
boxes are the main teaching tools.
Work tables that can be 'beat up'
are located next to display cases
and are used for demonstrations
and activities. Remarks were
made that storage
was
inadequate and some items were
inaccessible to the handicapped.
Some problems that need
addressing compiled by the author
and the Interpretive Center staff:
1.
the Bathrooms(two stalls
for each sex) are too small to
handle large masses of
people (especially a bus load
of school children); it would be
nice to have a staff toilet.
2.
no acoustic material was
used in the lobby causing bad
reverberation;
3.
lighting controls for the
exhibits are located at the
very back- in order to save
electrrcity and make operation
more efficient, the staff
thought lighting should be
controlled by the reception
desk;
4.
reception should be 'in
your face' when you walk in,
not off to the side;
5.
the lobby needs to be
large enough to hold a large
group of people;
6.
an area is needed for
holding catered receptions
(with kitchenette) not directly
attached to the displays.

mmmmm

Fig. F-3: Informational displays in the Nas Interpretive Center. Notice the smaller
board is scaled down to a child's height.
Fig. F-4: Children's Learning Center
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Fig. F-5: Ascension Room
(cataloging)

Fig. F-6: Matrix washing
station.
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The Quaternary Research
Center
The
Quaternary
Research Center and preserve is
physically separated from the
visitor's center in orderto keep the
general public from wandering in
and disturbing the delicate work.
It is surrounded by a security
fence. The center processes all
artifacts from the field before
being archived at the Museum of
Texas Tech. Matrix ( the soil
removed from an excavation) is
brought in and washed through a
double screen. This removes all
soil particles and exposes micro
artifacts. The silt refuse is washed
away and currently creates a
muddy mess outside the building.
One could observe that the silt
collected from the matrix will start
to clog drainage systems, and
could start to cause problems by
running off into sensitive areas.
The matrix screens are then set
out to dry either in the sun or in a
drying room. Once It has dried
out, the matrix goes into a
processing room outfitted with
tables and countertops. The
matrix is spread in the bottom of
a pan and all significant items are
removed to viles and plastic bags.
Other artifacts are brought in
contained in brown paper bags
each with its own papen^/ork. All
artifacts and matrix
are
catalogued and stored in the
storage room until they are moved
to the Museum. Two offices and
a drafting table were located off
the main space. Fluorescent
lighting with UV filters is used in
all rooms. Two small restrooms,
an eyewash station, and storage
closets are located off the main
space.
Some artifacts require
meticulous cleaning. The wet
room, adjacent to processing,

contains countertops and a sinki
equipped with a water distiller to(
handle it. All artifacts are laid out|
with their paperwork and cleaned|
if applicable. A catalogue numberj
is assigned to each artifact, and it(
is then wrapped in buffer paper!
and stored in a box made out of(
acid free paper. Overhead(
cabinets contain paperwork. AJ
venting system runs along the(
countertop to dispel fumes fromf
acetone and other chemicals- it!
was remarked that a cleanouti
valve is needed. Under thel
counter task lighting was lacking,
power strips are plentiful along the}
counter top.
Adjacent to the wet roomi
was a photography darkroom. An(
anteroom contained a light table,[
refrigerator, and storage. A light(
tight revolving door led to the(
darkroom, which was fully|
equipped
to
handle
al
photographic processing.
At the end of the hall was[
the storage room. The room(
contained 1' by 3' grid shelving(
from the floor to the ceiling. Flat[
files, a desk, and some free(
standing cabinets filled the central(
space. ltwasremari<ed that there[
needed to be a provision for
storing hazardous chemicals.
Other buildings in the!
complex included a camp kitchen(
/ dining / storage shed with(
showers and a shantytown ofj
camping trailers and tents for!
visiting archeologists. The)
preserve area is fenced off so that[
the public will not accidentally!
disturb excavations. It wasl
remarked that the Quaternary!
Research Center was one of thel
best of its kind as far as facility.
Any more improvements and "it
would take the fun out of it- donns
would be too sterile!"'"'
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• • McDonald Observatory
Visitor's Center, Jeff Davis
County, TX
The
McDonald
Observatory Visitor's Center acts
as the greeting point for the
observatory complex up on Mount
Locke. Although the observatory
can be visited by the public, the
academic staff could not research
and answer questions at the same
time. The observatory needed a
separate place not on the
mountain to handle the bulk of
public education and programs.
The center shows educational
movies and has informational
displays, restroom facilities, solar
and star observation areas, and
a small gift shop. Tours start from
the center, and star parties are
conducted on evenings."^

Top Left: Fig. F-7:wet room workspace
Bottom Left: Fig. F-8: storage
Bottom Right: Fig. F-9: Mount Locke
Visitor's Center for the McDonald
Obser^/atory.
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Goal—Activity—Spatial
Analysis—Concepts
The following issues and
goals are meant to foster policy,
activities, and processes as well
as call for the creation of
architecture. Without knowing the
processes, architecture loses
meaning.
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ISSUE 1: PICTOGRAPH PRESERVATION
GOAL 2: Weathering and FOffQRMANCEREimEMENn:
destruction of the pictographs will A. Protective devices shall be
be slowed or stopped altogether constructed to stop damage.
ACTIYITY: protection
of
the
pictographs from destruction
MJACENOEl Pictograph bluff
COMMENTS: Security has
always been a concern of the
Campbell's. They feel that the
V• , ^ pictographs are so valuable that
they deserve constant human
supervision during public visits.

Introduction

shade devk:es to keep off the south sun
and rain.

A berm / barrier shall be erected ak>ng (
river to stop rifle damage.

'V

Theory

< > ' •

.-J

h'

History
Landscaping will be used to reduce the
weather's effects on the site: trees can
break up the wind

a wasp / mud dauber control program will
be started
Facility

B. An Observation booth will
supervise the visitors at the bluff
at all times.
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Context

^

observatkxi booth shall be able to see
entire bluff

I

observatkxi booth shall monitor entrance |
and exit

Space S(.immar>

Realization

observatk)n booth shall accommodate
year-round staffing.

•^^^J

ISSUE 2:PICT0GRAPH DOCUMENTATION AND RESTORATION

Introduction

Theory

History

Facility

• • ISSUE 2: PICTOGRAPH PERFtRMANCEREdRREMENTS:
DOCUMENTATION
AND
A. Administrative offices
RESTORATION
vAW control all activities at the ReIssue statement: The facility search Center
shall support the processes
associated with documentation
and restoration of pictographs.
GOAL 1: The research center will
be the primary study and documentation center for pictographs
at the site and across the nation.
ACTNITES: coordination of documentation activities, administraB. Institute offices will
I tion of program, record keeping
coordinate national activities.
of documentation done
tPATUlKSRMTIWiWREIOBEMENTS: InI stitute for Pictographic Studies offices: offices, vwrk rooms, storage
MJACENCB: Photography processing, Digital restoration lab, archive
I / resource room
CMiENTi The institute is smaller
I than its goal makes it out to be.
interconnected by telecommuniThe Institute will not take on the
cations and Internet website
whole worid at once- it will work
one site at a time until a database
C. Institute offices will act
of all existing pictographs is completed and their creators under- as a publishing center
stood.

wori^stations available for the
creation of reports
Spacf Summary

Realization

easy accessibility from other
departments

OMDoffices to handle temporary
seasonal staff

paste-up for archeological
document creation
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GOAL 2: The facility will conduct
the Bonampak method*® of digital pictograph restoration.
ACniflTEi photo and drav\/ing analysis; drafting, finishing, and mounting acetate trace art; high resolution photo scanning; fourworicstations of computer assembly; short
and long temn data storage; high
resolution printing and exportation; photo cropping / presentation
of findings; offices for data processing / referencing / research;
archiving of digital and hardcopy
versions of restorations completed.
SPATIAL lESIGNATIIN ANI RETIREMENTS:
Digital restoration lab: offices, studios, archival storage rooms
AUACENOES: Photography processing, archive / resources, Institute
offices

PERFMHANCIRanEMENre
A. Office will be structured to
handle large media processing

^~g¥5^!^II]
L

r
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all large scanners and printers will have
easy access

B. office will be structured
to contain massive short- and
long-term memory storage devices and processors with easy
maintenance access.

Introductioi
drafting statkxis will have room to
maneuver drawings

Theory

Histoiy

C. the office will encourage interaction of restoration team

Conlext

Space S-Liminaiv

Realization
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PEVmUNCEREmEMENTS:

Introduction

GOAL 3: The facility shall con- A. A film developing station will
duct photo documentation of the be supplied separate from photopictographs and artifacts.
graph printing.
ACTnUKS: Photo processing and
printing of B/W, color, and infrared photography, print processing,
film storage; photo archiving,
photo documentation of artifacts,
print display preparation
Digital Restoration lab

it^^i^jm Mr
large basin to carry out the process of Tilm
devekjping, chemk^al mbdng, and film
bubble rinsing.

I SPATIAL KSIfiNATIM ANI lEimniENTS:

Photography
processing:
I daricroom(s), woricrooms.

B. The daricroom will contain two
prinfing stafions

History

t
space for enlarger and print paper lighttight storage

Enlargers will have a dlvkJer between to
stop light leaks

Facility

<

t

"1
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Context

4
enlargers will be positkHied to alk>w large
format prints (max. 36" x 48")

C. The dari^room will be a fully
functioning print facility.

Realization

^

J

Large wash basin: to use and contain
spills from devetoper, stop, and rix trays;
large tub for print final rinsing

A

I

I

a safe area for chemteal mixing and
storage

^SPW*H!flMWH
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D. The dari<room will have no light
infiltration.

Introduction

E Room for print drying racks and
film drying line

Theory

»•

^

Ll :
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^
History

small separated cbset with heat lamps to
speed film drying
Facility

Context

4' by 4' by 30 screen print drying rack.

F. storage for film, prints, and all
film negatives.

Space Suminaiy

Realization
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G. A cabinet and safety precautions will be provided for hazardous chemical storage

Introduction

«*

P
Venting tottieoutskte

eye wash station

0

H. A wori< area will be supplied
for print treatment, cropping, and
mounting.

Theory

i

o

J.

History

J

huge sinks for chemical mixing for photo
treatment (may be combined with film
developing)
Facility

Spdce Summaiy

Realization

:The film developing and
print developing processes need 1. A miniature photography studio
to be separated so that both ac- will be provided for artifact docutivities can be done at the same mentation.
time. Film developing only requires absolute dark conditions
during reel winding. The actual
developing can be done out in the
open because the reel is sealed
in a developing tank. Black and
white photo printing requires safelight conditions, color photo printing requires at)solute darkness.

^
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sufficient adjustable lighting to akj
photooraphv

t^

/

at least 160 degrees dear space around
table to allow flexibility in photographing.
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POnRMANGEREHBEMENTS:

• • ISSUE 3: ARCHEOLOGIA. Field data collection
CAL RESEARCH, AND SUP- and pre-processing activities must
PORT
be supported: locating
Issue statement: The facility and surveying, scientific excavashall support all archeological tion, and matrix washing
processes.
GOAL 1:: The facility shall serve
as the base of operations for archeologists at the site and at others in the region.
ACTIVITY: administration/organization of wori^ and volunteer force,
stabilization of artifacts from the
field, matrix washing, publishing
results

Introduction
sitt from matrix must be filtered out and
dealt with so that no environmental impac
Is caused.

Tlieory

SPATIAL lESICNATION ANB REIOIREMENTS:
Field processing: open a i r s p a c e ,
well drained
AUAGENCES: archeology lab
History

a nrce concrete area for setting matrix out
to dry
Facility

B. Easily accessible storage for all field equipment and
check in-out

Context

outer cabinets

storage of wtieelbarrows, pk^s, siwvels,
transits, matrix screens, rope...

Space Sumniaiv

:4L
Realization

small workstatk)n for volunteer sign-up
kwated to be found easily
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PERFUMANCEREOenEMENTS:

Introduction

GOAL 2: The lab environment will
I be conducive to archeological artifact processing.
ACTNITES: artifacts are brought in,
sorted and stabilized, analyzed,
cataloged, cleaned if necessary,
bagged, packed, and sent to storage. Other activities: matrix processing and sorting, record updates, site map updates, hazardous chemical storage, and eye
I wash/First Aid equipment. Yearround work.

A. Air handling systems
shall not produce drafts that could
blow away micro artifacts.

no fans

baffles coukj be installed

B. Artifact processing requires
large amounts of table top/
countertop workstation space.

large space for laying out and cataksglng
artifacts
Facility

microscope

Suacfc buinmaiv

C. work stations must
have evenly distributed Task lighting.

A
\

Re.^lization

I

^

^

^
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Incandescent from above
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D. A wet room shall be dedicated
to artifact cleaning and stabilization.

sinks v/tth distilled water taps

E. Archival storage space for all
artifacts, matrix, and records from
the site is required.

climate controlled to avokl damage.

C=3
mm=,
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1

flat file Storage

F. Offices that are condusive to
writing will be provided

s
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onA^Hr
secluded for the fonnatton of thoughts

alkjw counter space for the study of artifactJ
juring ttie writing process

Introduction

• • ISSUE 4: PUBLIC LEARN- PERFIRMANCE REQUIREMENTS:
ING / INTERPRETATION / A. Displays shall teach about the
CURATION
prehistoric times leading up to
Issue statement: The facility habitation of Texas.
shall interpret the pictographs
and everything connected to
I them for the public benefit, and
shall preserve all for posterity.
GOAL 1: The facility shall encourage learning about the pictoI graphs and their creators.
ACTNITES: learning about the site

theories of origins maps

dioramas

artwori< showing everyday life

dioramas shovi/ing everyday life

I SPATIALKSKNATMANIREinEMENTS: p r e Theory

historic and historical interpreta- B. Displays shall instmct about the
|tion: gallery space, fully adjust- Indian's lifeways.
able lighting, support services
IAUACENPES: Entrance, other exhibits

History

Facility

Context

Space Summary

Realization

C. Displays shall instmct about the
painting methods.

D. Displays shall instruct about
possible interpretation of some of
the pictographs.

Introduction
signage for the interpretatkxi of the
pictograptTs: analogy

E. An exhibit will display computer
restorations of pictographs

Theory

History

collection of restoratk)ns on display
(before and after)

interpretive displays on the method of
digital restoration
Facility

^-X

Context

fe

computer statkxi with database of all
restoratk>ns to date
Space Summary

F. An exhibit will show relations /
information about other sites in
Texas.

Realization

CMMBITS: Displays must be adaptat)le as new infonnafion is discovered and implemented.

H^mg^EEB
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Introduction

GOAL 2: The interpretive center
shall instmct about the complex
and its processes
AfilNliiS: teaming
SPATIAL KSKNATim ANI REmREMENH:
Complex mission information. Recovered artifacts display: gallery
space, fully adjustable light
AUACENOEt other exhibits

PERFntMANCEREINREMENTS:
A. An exhibit will feature artifacts
found at the site.

reconstructbns and models of usage.

B. examples of research center's
duties / organization of the complex / why's

Theory

History

interpretation of archeological processes
by rTKXlels and examples of a dig
Facility

GOAL 3: The exhibits shall address all age groups

PERniRMANCEREqUIREMENTS:
A. All main displays shall be accessible to all.

Context

ADA compliant
Space Summaiy

B. Some displays will be tailored
expressly for young children.

>v*
a rock.

Realization

&jmp(e explanations
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GOAL 3 PERFORMANCE
REQUIREMENT B continued

Introduction

GOAL 4. The center shall cater
to adult research.
ACINITY: Independent study of the
contents of the archive by adults
SPATIAL lESICNATION ANI RETIREMENTS:
Public Reference room: library
space, study desks
AIJACENCIES: A r c h i v e , m u s e u m
space

PERFUMANCEREPREMENTS:
A. The study area shall cater to
the academic researcher

Theory

History

Facility

B. Artifacts from the archive shall
be made available for supervised
study.

Context

Space Summarv

CMWENTS: It is suggested that if full
access to collections is not provided, a facility should be provided where people can explore
the ideas and sensafions stimulated by the displays in some
depth. Even if it just consists of
albums of pictures and reference
books, it is still a good place to
start. A coin operated copier is a
good option.*^

Realization

I'mmmmmmmm^nm'WTfL.
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Introduction

G O A L 5: T h e center shall cater PERFORMANCE REWRREMENTt
I to juvenile leaming.
A. Exhibits shall be child
I ACTNITES: educational displays for scale
children about archeology and
pictographs
I SPATUL lESIGNATMN ANO REIOIREMENTS:
Children's activity area: classroom, gallery space
AUACENCES: Interpretive areas

*'J'
BODY
HEIGHT
man:
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5'9^'

3'l0"
I H

u w w
Scale.

UmL,

I

I.
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B. Exhibits shall be safe

History

•
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Facility

Context

D. Activities shall e n c o u r a g e
learning about Indians, pictographs, and archeology.

Space Summary

Realization

'leaming by doing' participation in Indian
activities

wmm

mmmm

hands-on' paint mixing and applrcation on
a simulation wall

. . . . „ . ^ ^

GOAL 5 PERFORMANCE
REQUIREMENT D continued

Intioduction
computer paint program about pictograhsj
and methods of restoration

History

Facility

Context

CIMMENTS: the paint mixing and
application to an example wall will
start to fill with the art of all the
children who come throught the
center Some copy-cat activities
will occur with students mimcing
drawings that were done before.
This will mimick the creafion of
the painted rocks: Indian after
Indian putting his mark up spumed
on by the site of another's pictograph.

Space Summary

Realization
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PERFORMANCE REWREMENTS:

Introduction

GOAL 6: The facility shall accomA. lobby shall welcome
modate all the public's needs.
and direct visitors
ACTNITES: large party arrival, social
receptions, lectures, meetings,
public services
SPATIAL REQOREMENTS: small auditorium, recepfion room
COWENTS: More than likely these
features will rarely be used at the
beginning. With the increased
I tourism in the area, usage may
increase.

L^J
an 'In-your-face' weteome desk will be in
the entrance k)bby.

Theory

<^aP^
History

k>bby must be able to handle a large
crowd all at one time
Facility

B. administration / security shall
be in control.

Space Summary

C. A separate reception area shall
be used for public functions and
large crowd overflows.

Realization

^ B
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D. A place to hear lectures shall
be provided.

Introduction

altow for verbal presentatkyis

accommodate a mhj-stzed crowd

Theory

History

Facility

Context

Space Summaiy

Realization
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Introduction

History

Facility

PERFrnMANCEREWREMENTt
• ISSUE 5: SUPPORT SER- A. Eight bedroom/four bathroom
VICES
units will be provided.
G O A L 1 : The facility shall support the living requirements of the
visiting and staff archeologists.
ACTNITES: sleeping, eating, hygiene,
living, recreation, relaxation, conversation
I SPATIAL lESIGNATIIN AND REQIIREMENTS:
Homestead: t>edroom/bathroom
units, kitchen, dining room, living
room
CMMENTS: Karen Hicks and Wamen
Kinney of the Lubbock Lake Landmari< site remarked how archeologists are used to primitive living
conditions at field sites. Usually,
a pad for tents, space for travel
trailers, and a shack to cook and
gather in is all that is provided.
I They were proud of new permanent showers going up at the site.
I Anything resembling a dormitory
is unheard of. Because of the
more permanent nature of the
digital restoration activities, more

permanent facilities are warranted.

B. a communal kitchen and dining spaces will l>e provided

C. communal living/activity
spaces will be provided.

Space Summary

Realization

'
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one bathroom per two units

I B I B I B I B BIB BIB

im T T

bathrooms down the hall

D. Provisions for tent and trailer
camping will t>e made.

Introduction

prepared pads for tents

Theory

History

extra bathrooms dedicated to outdoors

GOAL 2: The facility will provide
groundskeeping facilities to maintain the ranch.
ACTIYITIES: field shredding; landscaping: mowing, trimming, watering; range management, general farming activities
CMMBITS: The property is a worthing ranch- it will require a hired
hand for upkeep.

PERFIIMANCE REOUREMENTS:

Facility

A. Adequate space for the
containment of farm implements
and landscaping equipment
B. Allowance for implement maintenance.

Context

Space Summary

Realization

"""'
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Facility Notes

Facility

Realization

^ Bill Startin, "The Monuments ProI tection Programme: Protecting what,
how, and for whom?" in Cooper,
Malcolm A., Anthony Firsth, John
Carman, and David Wheatley Ed.
Manaainq Archeology (London:
Routledge, 1995), 144.
*° Lany Klein, Exhibits: Plannino and
Design. (New Yoric: Madison Square
Press, 1986), 19.
*' Sarah Staniforth, "Environmental
Conservation" Manual of Curatorship. (Bodwin, Cornwall: Museum
lAssociafion, 1984), 192-200
«ibid., 200.
*3 Aaron Betsky, "Stealth Inscriptions," Architectural Record October
1995.64-69.
** infonmation gathered by the author in interviews at the Lubbock
Lake Landmark facility with Sue
Shore, Karen Hicks, Warren Kinney,
and Mr San Aguilo. 28 October
1996.
** information from the author's visit.
** The Bonampak method is is a process of restoring pictographs wihtout
actually touching them. PhotoI graphs, infrared photographs, and
line art tracings are scanned into a
computer and assenbled into a composite picture. Thias restores the
integrity of the drawing. Depending
on the artwork, it is optional to restore the colors to their original hues
if known. The process was developed by Mary Miller and Doug Stem;
and supported by National Geographic Magazine. Article: Mary
Miller, "Maya Masterpeice Revealed
at Bonampak," National Geographic.
February 1995, 50-69.
*'' Mari^ O'Neill, "Museums and their
Communities," The Manual of Museum Planning. (London: HMSO
Publications, 1991), 33.
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Contextual Issues
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For historical contextual
infomiation, refer to the Historical basis section.
•

Regional Overview

The central region of
Texas (for some reason called
West Texas) is made up of rolling plains subdivided by slow
meandering rivers and periodic
creeks. Live oak savannas from
the south, grassland prairie from
the north and east and semi arid
rangeland from the west all blend
in this area. Small mral communities form networks with a few
regbnal centers to create a sense
of community.
• CONCHO COUNTY
Since the site is not in the
boundaries of a distinct dty, study
of the county is necessary. The
county is home to the communi-

ties of Paint Rock (county seat),
Eden (largest city), Lowake, Eola,
Vick, Millersview, Concho, and
Turkey Bend. The county is centrally located in the state of Texas.
Flowing through the northern tWrd
of the county, the Colorado and
Concho Rivers meet at the northeastem comer. Their respective
flood plains create an interesting
topography marked by the occasional bluff or hill.
DEMOGRAPHICS
Concho county is 223rd
largest out of the 254 Texas counties, with an estimated 1991 population of 3,174. The county consists of 1004 square miles with a
1991 population density of 3.90
residents per square mile. Comparatively, Texas has an average
population density of 66.6 persons
per square mile.^*
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Age distribution based on the 1990 census:
Concho County
Texas Statewide
0-4
5.42%
8.13%
5-15
14.68%
17.36
6-24
11.50%
13.81%
25-44
30.35
33.36%
44-64
18.66%
17.28%
65-<19.38%
10.06%
Source: Texas Department of Commerce Homepage( see note *•)

The DRI/McGraw Hill Economic Forecasting Organization
estimated that Concho County had 1733 households in 1990 with an
average of 2.26 persons per household.

CULTURE ISSUES
The county has an agrarian society- farms and ranches
form a patchwork across the
county with small one store towns
dispersed at highway junctions.
There is rarely a 'neighborhood'
arrangement- it takes an effort to
socialize. Thus, social interaction
that involves the whole community mainly centers around school
and church events... and the local dance hall. Rarities include the
Lowake Steakhouse, which draws
patrons from across the region.
The new popularity of Lake O.H.
Ivie has increased public forms of
recreation as opposed to social
gatherings at private homes. Still,
the sense of community is still
there. AlLovell, a resident of Paint
Rock, states, "What is good about
a small community is that everybody knows my children... and
everybody looks out for each other
and takes care of each other's
place."^°

Anglo-Saxon culture
dominates the county- but those
of Hispanic descent have a voice,
too. The racial breakdown for the
county is as follows:
Concho Cty.
White
60.02%
Hispanic 39.22%
Black
.46%
Other
.30%

Texas

60.59%
25.55%
11.63%
2.23%

source; Texas Department of Commerce
Internet page, 2-1996.

Of those considered
white, a large part are of Czech,
Slavic, and German ancestry.
The residual impact of those cultures can be found in traces of an
accent in older family members
and a variety of ethnic dishes.
Most customs seem 'Americanized'.

ECONOMIC ISSUES

i

The economy of Concho
County is based on agriculture.
Concho county is one of the
state's leading sheep producing
counties: 60% of its revenue
comes from sheep, cattle, and
goats. The remainder of the agricultural income is from grains and
cotton. Consequently, Paint Rock
serves as a shipping point for the
large quantity of wool produced.^'
The Department of Human Services estimated a poverty
population for Concho County of
940 persons in 1988 which represented 31.68 % of the non-insti- j
tutionalized population.
I
The per capita personal I
income for Concho County was I
$16,771 in 1988 with a statewide
average of $14,590. by 1990,1
Concho County per capita income I
fell to $15,514. The median I
household income for families, I
based on the 1990 census, was I

67
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$15,942 for Concho County.
A definite growth factor
for Paint Rock and the northern
portion of Concho County is the
recent completion of Lake O.H.
Ivie at the confluence of the Colorado and Concho rivers. The lake
was created as a backup water
supply for the Colorado River
Municipal Water District member
cities. It is a recreational feature
that draws fishermen and water
sporting enthusiasts. Small subdivisions and resort areas are
springing up along its banks. The
lake attracts visitors from an
eighty mile radius, including the
cities of San Angelo, Abilene, and
Brownwood. This has led to the
growth of the small towns in close
proximity ( Paint Rock included)
and the creation of others (Turkey Bend, Tx). The addition of an
interpretive center to the list of
activities for the region will help
sell the it as a tourist destination.

as well as encourage recognition
of a valuable resource.
CLIMATIC
Concho county has a
comfortable year-round climate:
not too hot, but not too coW. The
area is generally dry, with occasional wet spells. Mild droughts
tend to come in six year cycles.
A summation of weather statistics:
Maximum mean for July: 96 F
Record highest:
109 F
Min.mean for January:
35 F
Record lowest:
5F
last freeze in Spring:
Mar. 29
first freeze in Fall:
Nov. 12
average annual rainfall: 22.28 in.
Concho county has hot
summers and fairiy wann winters.
Cold spells and snowfall are rare.
Rains are generally heaviest late
in spring and eariy in fall. Rain in
the fall is usually associated with
a dissipating tropical storm. The
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average relative humidity in mid
afternoon is ak)out 55 % Humidity is higher at night, and the average at dawn is 85 %. The sun
shines about 70 % of the time
possible in the summer and 55 %
in the winter. The prevailing wind
is from the southeast, the average is highest, 11 m.p.h., in the
spring."
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PAINT ROCK
Located one mile away
I from the pictograph site. Paint
Rock is the county seat of Concho
County and has a population of
approximately 270. The city is lakj
out in a loose grid of 39 blocks
with little to no density. U.S. HighI way 83 and F.M. 380 meet at the
center of town in front of the courthouse. The Concho river runs a
I half mile to the north.
Local Businesses include
I two banks, two textile manufacI turers, a cafe, a dance hall, a grocery, and farm implement companies. The definite architectural
I star- the 1886 stone county courthouse-was designed and built by
the Ruffini brothers. In addition
to the courthouse, other public
buildings include a small library,
[three churches, and the Paint
Rock Independent School District

DISTANCE FROM MAJOR
POPULATION CENTERS: The
Paint Rock site is in a mral area,
but is positioned almost equidistant from cities with lots of potential tourists. Travel distance in
miles from Texas cities with populations over 90,000 (in order form
shortest to longest):
San Angelo
32

Corpus Christi

326

Austin

180

Houston

337

San Antonio

195

Beaumont

410

Lubbock

207

El Paso

434

Ft. Worth/Dallas

213

higher learning is desired to cooperate in the interpretive center,
there are several universities in
the area. Angelo State University
is the closest four year research
university, located in San Angelo.
In Abilene, There are three:
Abilene Christian University,
Hardin-Simmons University, and
McMurry University. The closest
major universities with established
anthropology departments are
Texas Tech University and The
University of Texas at Austin.
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• Site analysis
MAPS AND SITE DESCRIPTION
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public. The research center will
definitely be near the bluff, with
the living quarters not far away.
Obviously, the main feature of the site is the bluff containing the pictographs. Because
most of the hills in the area are
worn and flow with the land, the
pictograph bluff is an irregularity
and sticks out in context, he sixty
foot high bluff is composed of a
twenty foot high earthen base with
a crown of jumbled limestone
shelves each approximately 1-2
feet thick. It appears that the limestone shelves have broken off
over time to form a very jagged
looking bluff. The individual
pieces, however, have broken
clean to produce a surface conducive to painting. Scrub brush
has grown all over the bluff. A
rough trail leads along the base
of the rock formation, but is only
accessible in the winter months.

^fm ^(m^^Mk^f^m i^t^iynmer months because if a high
rattlesnake population. All design
solutions must address safety
concerning the rattlesnakes- extenrtination is not an option.
A.T. Jackson, long considered an authority on Texas pictographs, deschbes the site in his
book, "Picture-writing of Texas Indians." Because he condensed
the information so well, it is submitted in its entirety:
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This is one of the outstanding pictograph sites in Texas. It is
not confined to a single shelter, but
scattered along the limestone bluff on
the north side of the Concho River
for a distance of some half mile, the
bluff is about 200 yards north of the
river channel. The lowland between
occasionally is inundated, but flood
waters never cover the pictographs...

tered slabs. Some are m groiq)s, others single pictmes. In size they vary
from 2x2.5 inches to 64x18 iaches.
Many are about half as wide as long.
That seems to have been a convenient
proportion for the native artisL
Most of the paintings are in
red, but some are in black and a few
orange and white. A combination of
red and black occius with some frequency, but not a common as the
Pecos-Rio Grande section. White occasionally appears in combination
with red. It is doubtful whether any
significance was attached to the colors used in most pictures. In some
cases black was considered a symbol
of death or bravery. Such meaning,
however, probably was not intended
for all black paintings. Black fi'om
charcoal was most easily secured. But
red was preferred, perhaps because it
suggested blood or life. Other colors, being less easily obtainable, were
used more sparingly. Usually the
black pictures are smaller than those
painted in red."
Currently the river basin
contains a trail and automobile
drive, and is planted with non native grasses, several rock
middens and hearths have been
discovered around the bluff, but
extensive exploration has yet to
be done. No utilities run to the
bluff. There is a dock on the river
front that allows summer barge
tours to dock.
Immediately above the
bluff is the rolling plain. A granite
historical marker was placed at
the brow by the state of Texas.

Fig. C-5: Plains above the bluff.

Fig. C-6: Cloeeup of bluff showing pictograph location and condition

VIEWS
The site has several vantage points to capitalize on. Obviously, views of the pictographs
are desirable. This view is best
from the river basin plane below
the bluff. From the top of the bluff,
the town of Paint Rock can be
viewed. This point also allows
wonderful views up and down the
river basin.
NEGATIVE FEATURES
Negative features on the
site include an abandoned gravel
pit, and some spray paint damage
to the pictographs. Occasionally,
the Concho river stagnates and
produces an odor.

Fig. C-7: View Analysis
C-8: view from the top of the bluff looking east. Paint Rock is in top right.

Fig. C-9: View from the top of the bluff looking west.

SOIL COMPOSITION.

«INSERTM4P FROM SOIL BOOK»
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(all information from Soil Survey of Concho County, Texas^-)
The soil compositions on the possible building locations are
as follows:
Fo-Frio sitty day loam. This soil is deep, well drained, and nearly
level. Typically,
the surface layer is about 45 inches thick. It is dark grayish brown
silty clay loam to a depth of about 21 inches, and below that, it is dark
brown silty day that contains a few threads of calcium carbonate.
The soil is moderately alkaline and calcareous throughout.
Surface mnoff is slow. Permeability is moderately slow, and the available water capacity is high. Water erosion is a slight hazard, and soil
blowing is a moderate hazard.
This frio soil is used as cropland, pastureland, and rangeland.
Wheat, oats, and grain sorghum are the main cultivated crops
on this soil. Kleingrass and improved Bermuda grass are the main
pasture grasses. Crop residue left on the surface helps control water
erosion and soil blowing, conserves soil moisture, and improves soil
tilth and water intake.
This soil is pooriy suited for uriDan uses because of flooding,
moderately slow permeability, and the clayey texture.
This soil supports a good habitat for deer, turkey, squirrel and
quail. Turkeys roost in the large trees that grow near the banks of
streams. Wildlife is attracted to the mast, seed-producing forbs, winter annuals, and cover.
TAC- Talpa-Lueders-Cho complex, undulating. This complex is made
up of soils
that are well drained, nongravelly, gravely, and very cobbly. These
soils are mainly on plateaus and ridges on uplands. Typically, the
surface layer is 8 inches thick. It is dark grayish brown loam in the
upper 4 inches and dark brown gravely loam below that, the surface
layer rests abruptly on a thick layer of fractured limestone bedrock
that is coated with calcium carbonate.
Runoff is rapid. Permeability is moderate, and the available
water capacity is very low. The soils of this complex are generally not
suited to cultivated crops or pastures because they are too cobbly or
too shallow. These soils are best suited to use as rangeland and this
is the major use.
These soils provide habitat for deer and good nesting areas
for doves, quail, turkey, and songbirds. These soils have severe limitations for most urban and recreational uses. Depth to limestone bedrock and coarse fragments on the surface are the most limiting features.
COC- Cho gravely loam, undulating: this soil is very shallow and shallow [sic] and well
drained. It is on ancient outwash plains, stream terraces, and ridgetops
of low hills.
Typically, the surface layer is about 8 inches thick. It is dark
brown gravely loam that is 15 percent, by volume, caliche gravel. The
next layer, to a depth of 17 inches, is pink undulated caliche. To a
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depth of 60 inches the underiying material is pink loamy earth.
This Cho soil has medium surface mnoff. Permeability is
moderate, and the available water capacity is very low. The root zone
is very shallow to shallow, but in places, roots can penetrate the hardened caliche through cracks and filled-in prairie dog burrows.
This Cho soils is mainly used as rangeland. Growth of native
plants is limited because of the very low available water capacity during the growing season and the shallow rooting depth.
Shallow depth to a cemented pan, high lime content, and very
low available water capacity are the most limiting features for urban
uses. Lawns and gardens need to be watered frequently. Excavating
for stmctures and utility lines is difficult. Small stones and depth to a
cemented pan affect recreational uses. Slope also restricts use for
playgrounds.
This soil provkies fair habitat for deer, turkey, and fur-bearing
animals. Nesting areas for dove and songbirds are plentiful.
MeB- Mereta clay loam; This soil is shallow, well drained, and gently
sloping. It is
mainly on outwash plains and ancient stream terraces on uplands.
This soil is mostly on high weakly convex to plane ridges in a gently
undulating landscape.
Typically, the surface layer is dark grayish brown clay loam
about 15 inches thick, the next layer is strongly cemented, pinkish
white caliche to a depth of about 18 inches, the underiying material is
friable, pink limy earth to a depth of 60 inches.
Surface mnoff is medium. Permeability is moderately slow,
and the available water capacity is very low. the root zone is shallow.
Water erosion and soil blowing are moderate hazards, in places, roots
can penetrate the hardened caliche through cracks and filled-in prairie
dog burrows, this Mereta soil is mainly used as rangeland, but it can
be cultivated. Growth of native plants is limited because of the very
low available water capacity and the shallow rooting depth.
The shallow depth to a cemented pan of hard caliche and the
high shrink-swell potential are the most limiting features for urban uses.
Excavating for stmctures and utility lines is difficult. Lawns and gardens must be watered frequently. Small stones and depth to a cemented pan affect recreational uses. Slope also restrids use for playgrounds. These soils provide habitat for deer and good nesting areas
for doves, quail, turkey, and songbirds.
«insert map here»
Conditions listed in the following tables are defined as follows
(only those that apply are listed):
slight: soil properties and features are generally favorable for the indicated use and can be easily overcome.
moderate: soil properties and features are not favorable for the indicateduseand special planning, design, or maintenance is required to
overcome or minimize the limitations.
severe: soil properties or features are so unfavorable or so difficult to
overcome that special design, significant increases in constmction
costs, and possibly increased maintenance are required.
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Concerning building issues, all soils show severe conditions.
TAC
severe: depth to rock

COC
Severe: cemented pan

DWELLINGS ^/„ BASEMENTS

Fo
moderate: too clayey,
flooding
severe: flooding

severe: depth to rock

moderate: cemented pan Moderate: shrink-swell, cemented pan

DWELLINGS «/ BASEMENTS
SMALL COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

severe: flooding
severe: flooding

severe: depth to rock
severe: depth to rock

Severe: cemented pan
moderate: slope.

LOCAL ROADS AND STREETS

severe: low strength,
flooding
severe: too clayey

severe: depth to rock

cemented pan
moderate: cemented pan severe: low strength

severe: depth to rock

Severe: cemented pan

SHALLOW EXCAVATIONS

LANDSCAPING

MeB
Severe: cemented pan

Severe: cemented pan
Moderate: shrink-swell, cemented pan

Severe: cemented pan

Concerning sanitary conditions, all soil types show severe conditions.
SEPTIC TANK ABSORPTION FIELDS
SEWAGE LAGOON AREAS

Fo
severe: flooding,
percs slowly
severe: flooding

TAC
severe: depth to rock
severe: depth to rock

Concerning recreational uses, all soil types show severe conditions
Camp areas
Picnic areas
Playgrounds

Fo
Severe: flooding
Moderate: too clayey

TAC
severe: depth to rock
severe: depth to rock

Moderate: too clayey, severe: small stones,
flooding
deoth to rock

Fig. C-10: soil map
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Paths and trails
clayey
severe: cemented pan

•
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Moderate: too
slight
slight

Design Requirements
None of the soils in the
potential site area are conducive
to easy construction. One thought
to keep in mind is that the soil reports were produced by an agency
from Washington, D.C. It can be
assumed that their home soil was
used as a basis for comparison in
reference to building concerns.
Local buiWers have dealt with the
soil conditions successfully for
over 100 years, and should be
able to do so in the future.
Regardless, stipulations
should be made as to where certain building elements should be
placed. COC and MeB soil areas
seem the most conducive to constnjction. There does not seem
to be a best soil to run sewage
through- the system will have to
accommodate itself to any condition. Although the report disapproves, picnic areas, playgrounds,
and roadways can be located on
any of the available soil areas.
VEGETATION
The Prairie architecture of
the site allows several different
types of vegetation to coexist with
each other.
Cactus: prickly pear, tassajea,
yucca, pin cushion, barrel,
trees: mesquite, live oak, pecan,
hackberry, elm, western soapberry,
grasses: wintergrass, dropseeds,
sideoats gramma, silver bluestem,
threeawn, Johnson, speargrass,
mesquitegrass, sage grass, wild
rye, rescue grass, needlegrass,
bearded mesquite grass, broom
weeds, rag weed, wild daisy
weed, buffalo grass
brush: algerita, vine mesquite.

cats claw
The river basin below the
bluff is mesquite prairie with imported grasses. The bluff face is
covered with mesquite, cactus,
algerita, cats claw, and various
grasses. The plain above the bluff
is grassland occasionally interrupted by old mesquite and brush.
«insert pics of bluff, plain, basin»
Design Requirements
As covered in the theory
basis, Xeriscaping shall be used
to enhance the site.
WILDLIFE
The site supports many
fomis of wildlife, whitetail deer,
turkey, fox, rabbit, squirrel, opossum, armadillo, snakes, buffalo
and bears (used to be), nutria,
bats, homed lizards, fish: catfish,
perch, bass, carp, gar, minnow;
turtJes, javelina, bobcat, coyote,
skunks, birds of all kinds: mockingbird, buzzards, hawks, eagles,
roadrunners, doves, scissortails,
redbirds, cranes, owls, quail;
frogs, mussels, raccoon, lizards,
insects...
These are just a few of
the most noticeable ones...
Any construction will violate the habitat of the local wildlife. The best a facility can do is
to not actively try to eliminate wiWlife from the area- it should let
nature run its course and return
to its habitat for cohabitation.
EXISTING CONDITION OF RESOURCES
WATER-Water is supplied by the Millersview-Doole
Water Supply Corporation. Although lines exist, a new line will
have to be laid from the main that
oins along U.S. HWY. 83.
ELECTRICITY-Electricity
is supplied the Concho Valley
Electric Cooperative Co. Although

lines exist, higher capacity lines
will have to be run.
NATURAL GAS- Natural
gas is supplied by delivery truck
in the form of Propane.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS- telephone service is currently provided by GTE Southwest
Corp. High capacity lines will have
to be run to the site to support the
academic activities of a rapidly
networked worid.
Design Requirements
All utility lines will be run underground to minimize the visual impact on the site.

Fig. C-11: Clockwise from top right:
turkey, prickly pear cactus, rattlesnake
road runner, whitetail deer

m Context Notes
"^Texas Department of Commerce, Concho County,
(Online, The Department,
Internet, 20 Febmary 1996).
[Available
HTTP://
wvw.tdoc state.bt.us... GemjDics/
counties/48095.htm
^^ibid.
^° Loretta Macias, "Paint Rock
Home to varied Folks," San
Angelo Standard-Times, 22
November 1987, 1(E).
^^ Gus Clemens, Legacy, 177.
" Glower, Dennis F., and G.S.
Dowell, 111. Soil Survey of
Concho 9.°^"^.' Texas. Washington: U.S. department of
Agriculture, Soil Conservation
Service, 1988, p. 1-2.
" A . T Jackson, 267.
" Ibid., various references
throughout.
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convenience shop for souvenirs and snacks,
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male restroom
250 s.f.
Some sort of stmcture will be required for the protection of
the pictographs form the elements. This will consist of a
female restroom
250 s.f.
shading device to protect form the sun and rain, and standards
will help to dispel the winds, along with protection from the
gift shop
200 s.f.
elements, security provisions need to be made to protect the
pictographs from vandalism. Infonnational displays for the
public will need to be installed along the bluff. Close viewing
Adjacencies: Arrival, interpretive galleries
access points safe from rattlesnakes will need to be provided,
there shall be little to no impact on the site. Square footage
• Interpretive Galleries
has not been determined since the final form of the stmcture
The galleries handle the teaching aspect of the center. All
is not clear.
knowledge required for the basic understanding of the
pictographs and the processes at the complex are discussed
here.
Indian lifeways: Displays on Indian origins, life processes,
• Arrival, entry, orientation, ticketing
and artifact creation.
This is the area where the public will enter and be oriented to
the facility. All admission processes such as ticketing and
gallery
security measures happen here.
1600 s.f.
foyer
800 s.f.
information booth
100 s.f.
Pictograph Interpretation: Displays on pigment creation,
application, and insight into why this site was chosen
Adjacencies: Interpretation galleries, auditorium, visitor
gallery
comforts, administration
1600 s.f.
n Administration, Staff services
This area handles all administration of the Interpretive Center
Digital Restoration Infonnation: These displays will explain
and the complex as a whole. Planning and programming for
how the process wori<s, what progress has been made, and
the Interpretive Center, facilities management, budget and
then allow viewing of all work to date. This will be
finance, and liaison to the outside worid. Space for volunteers
accomplished through hard copy and computer displays.
from the community will be needed.
1600 s.f.
gallery, interactive station
administrative offices
2 @ 100 s.f
conference/breakroom
200 s.f.
volunteer spaces
150 s.f.
Related sites: these displays will show that the site is not
staff toilet
100 s.f.
alone- sites exist all over the state, the country, and theworid.
janitorial / circuit room
100 s.f.
gallery
400 s.f.
Adjacencies: interpretive galleries, arrival, staging areas
Research Center Information: displays will explain
I Visitor Comforts
archeological processes conducted at the center,
Basic needs of the public to be addressed such as telephones, gallery
600 s.f.
restroom able to handle tour buses, and a small gift and
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auditorium, reception space

1000 s.f.

Traveling / Temporary exhibits:
gallery
800 s.f.

Adjacencies: arrival area

Archive Curation: areas provided for guided viewing of artifacts
in the center's collection as well as store significant finds at
the site. This area will operate in conjunction with the Adult
research room,
archival storage room
3000 s.f.

Adult research room: A small reference room of site specific
and hard to find research materials available for the public's
use. It will not be a lending library, thus supervision will be
necessary.
Research Room
300 s.f.

• Display Constmction and staging area
A workshop will be dedicated to the creation of displays and
exhibits for the center, the assembly of travelling exhibits,
and to handle general maintenance of the complex. All dust
shall be controlled, and the workshop shall be isolated from
the galleries HVAC systems. The workshop will require easy
access to the galleries for the movement of finished display
items.
workshop
300 s.f.

Adjacencies: Administration, Interpretive galleries

Adjacencies: arrival, visitor comforts, children's Leaming
Center, exit to painted bluff
n Children's leaming Center
This area will handle educate on a child's level about the site
and archeology itself. It will include a wall for pictograph
imitation, interactive computer instructing about digital
restoration, fake dig boxes, artifact look, touch, and learn,
and reading materials.
workroom
800 s.f.

m

Adjacencies: Interpretive galleries
n Auditorium, reception space
An auditorium is needed for lectures, mass instmction about
the site, and community use. This space will double as a
reception area that will handle the occasional social function.
The area will be equipped with a small kitchenette.
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Administration: this office will coordinate all activities of tl
Restoration lab
SIMS RESEARCH CENTER
• Coordination and Administration
This office oversees all of the operations at the Center.
Selection of projects, planning, funding, and leadership of
projects of pictographs at the site and around the world come
through the office. The administration will also promote the
center and its accomplishments through standard means and
by new resources such as the Intemet.
Office, coordinator

120 s.f.

office, resource and business

100 s.f.

office, support staff

100 s.f.

office

120 s.f.

Research: Synthesis of data gathered at the site and throuc
research of precedents- this area will set policy on ho
pictographs are restored. Each office needs to work close
together,
office, research
100 s.f.
office, research

The office will also conduct scholariy research about the site
and at)out other sites. It will act as an information clearing
house on all forms of pictographs.
office, research
100 s.f.

,Q)

Wori<stations: The workstations are where the actual assemb
of all information takes place. All images are scanned ii
composed, and outputted in various means. These static
must accommodate large processors and massive dal
storage equipment, large layout areas for huge drawings, ar
space for research materials. Four to six workstations ai
required.
i

office, research

100 s.f

pod of workstations

1000 s.f.

office, research

100 s.f

shelving for reference books

50 l.f. minimum

office, research

100 s.f

office, research

100 s.f

copy and printing

100 s.f

storage

200 s.f

Scan/Print: All drawings and photography is liable to be ver
large scale. All scanning and printing processes must b
accommodated.
workspace
200 s.f.
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100 s.f

Digital Restoration lab
Previous attempts at preservation/restoration of pictographs
has always ended up doing more damage than good. The
digital restoration lab will conduct research on how to restore
pictographs without actually touching them.

u«iy aica lo icquireu lor recuiying

large line art, plot plans, and general drafting work. Photo
cleanup and cropping will also handled in this area.
office
400 s.f
office
100 s.f
Archive: Storage of all finished wori^ for pennanent record
and for reference,
storage area
500 s.f.

n Field Excavation and Archeological Processes Area
All processes involved in traditional archeology will be
supported here. Research done will bolster pictograph
interpretation as well as support research in the area.
Field sorting: Where all excavated material come in from the
field: matrix washing- washing away all the soil in double
screened sinks to expose micro-artifacts; matrix drying; and
large artifacts ordered by paperwork,
wet area for matrix sinks
200 s.f.
drying pad in the sun

50 s.f.

Adjacencies: cataloging, tool storage
Tool storage: For all excavation tools such as: wheelbarrows,
survey equipment, shovels, picks, rakes, microexcavation
tools, etc.
storage shed
400 s.f.

Adjacent: field sorting

paperwork/ notes office

100 s.f

paperwork/ notes office

100 s.f

safety equipment

36 s.f

Adjacencies: field sorting, wet room, storage
Wet room: Where artifacts are cleaned, stabilized, preserved, and
archival packed in acid free wrap and boxes. Ample counter I
tops need to be provided. Two sinks with distilled water
taps are also needed. This area must easily cleaned because |
of all the dirt and debris brought in with artifacts,
wet area room
500 s.f.
ventahood for hazardous chemicals
14 s.f
storage
20 l.f

200 s.f.

drying closet with shelves and fan 64 s.f.
empty screen storage

filled out- including the drafting of lot plans. This space must j
allow for analysis equipment: microscopes, computers,
scales, etc. Safety equipment such as an eyewasher and
first aid items must be located here,
workspaces
1600 s.f.

Adjacencies: cataloging, storage
Artifact and Matrix Storage: Space for storing all processed
matrix and all packed artifacts in an orderiy manner. A flat
file is needed for plot plan maps. A desk is useful for quick
reference,
shelving
700 l.f.
humidity control equipment

10 s.f

Adjacencies: wet room ,cataloging
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Resource/Archives: A common archeological resource room
that shall be shared by all staffs. Storage space is required
for books and journals as well as a climate controlled area for
a large comparative collection of animal skeletons. Skeletons
and reference materials are pulled for quick kjentification of a
found artifact,
books /journals reference
400 s.f.
comparative collection storage

600 s.f.

complete darkness, reel winding, chemical mixing, catcl
basins to process over, vials and graduated cylinder storage
bubble rinsing,
wet area lab
150 s.f
!

Printing: A fully functioning darkroom facility for: enlarge
printing, developer, stop, and fix baths, print rinsing, large
catch basin for all chemical processes, safelight conditions
wet area lab
200 s.f.

Adjacencies: cataloging, digital restoration lab
Publishing office: Research does no good unless it is shared
and discussed with other researchers. It must be published.
This center will support writing reports while examining
artifacts close at hand,
office with computer station
66 s.f.
office with computer station
office with computer station

66 s.f.

copy room and storage

100 s.f.

Staff Comforts: A place to relax on a break, eat a little lunch,
or have a small meeting.
Breakroom
150 s.f
bathrooms
200 s.f.
n Photography support and Processing Lab
All things involving photography will channel through here.
Developing: For the film developing: canister unloading in
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Closet
6 s.f

66 s.f.

Adjacencies: cataloging, digital restoration lab, administration

Q)

rack

Drying: A rack for prints and hangers in a dust free closet foi
film
:
6 s.f.
j

Hazardous chemical storage
cabinet
50 s.f.

Refrigerators for film storage
refigerator
9 s.f.
Photo archive: for the
preservation of film negatives and prints
files
200 s.f

Mini documentation studio: For the documentation of artifactsfully adjustable for mutti angle shots,
studio
150 s.f

The temporary residences shall be located away from the
Interpretive center and the Research center to assure a little
privacy and to make a place to get away to. All qualities of
'living' will happen here: sleeping, eating, relaxation,
socializing, as well as recreation. This will also be the base
camp for all traveling archaeologists who will set up tents or
camper trailers for their stay.
Bedroom
120 s.f.
Bedroom

120 s.f

Bedroom

120 s.f

Bedroom

120 s.f

Bedroom

120 s.f

Bedroom

120 s.f

Bedroom

120 s.f

Bedroom

120 s.f

Bathroom

60 s.f.

Bathroom

60 s.f.

Bathroom

60 s.f.

Bathroom

60 s.f.

Common spaces:
Kitchen for all meal prep

250 s.f

dining

200 s.f

living space

400 s.f

Auxiliary kitchen space for tents
200 s.f.
camper bathrooms

300 s.f.

Office space: an infomial writing / study area for creative
spurts and personal projects, secluded from the main office.
office for two

20 s.f
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For the purpose of
Simplification, several acronyms
have t>een created for use in the
text They are:
IC - Interpretive Center
RC-Research Center
DRL- Digital Restoration
Laboratory
APL-Archeological Processes
Laboratory
PL-Photography Lab

• • BResponse - Process
• to theory
Process work started
after the prc)gramming segment of
the class was completed. The
initial response was to explore the
options called for by the theory
section to lay down some ground
mies for the rest of the project.
This was accomplished by
expanding research into what
species were native to the
context.
• interpretations of
natural context
The first application of the
working theory was to analyze
natural elements in the context to
discem if they had any bearing on
thedesign. Important fauna in the
area included: the rattlesnake, a
variety of fish, turkey, armadillo,
lizard, bird (several varieties), and
buffalo. The next decision was
how to use their corporeal nature
as information for the design of the
building. Another consideration
was the nature of the pictographs.
Pictographs only record the most
necessary infonnation needed to
suggest a thought. Could this
approach be applied to how
bodies
are
studied
for
information? It was detemiined
I that the working theory needed to
be altered to include the
philosophy of the pictographs.

mm

Flora and fauna of the context
could be studied to find the
pertinent information, and then
compiled to serve as the basis for
design. It appears that the Indian
tribes understood the concept of
corporeality better than modem
man gives them credit for.
The next logical step was
to start incorporating 'pictographs'
of bodies into schematic forms
to create architecture. Generic
building forms not related to
function were generated to start
the creative process.(fig. R-1, R2) Sketch studies were also done
of the topography and how it could
suggest forms and meanings.
The possibility of Tilling in" a valley
was explored, (fig. R-3) This
scheme was later dropped
because of the extreme prokJIems
with natural drainage. The
exploration as a whole led to the
creation of masses that couW be
adapted to the functions
demanded by the building. The
next step would be the direct
incorporation of natural bodies.
Some of the sources mentioned
above were then explored a little
deeper.
Possibly because of the
strict wamings of the owners, the
rattle snake started to take on
importance.(fig. R-4, R-5) The
jumble of rocks that make up the
cliff are a natural snake haven.
Visitors are not allowed to climb
the bluff during the summer
months because of the liability of
getting bit. Confirming the
pictographs significance to the
Indians is the fact that the artists
had to risk death by snakebite to
paint the pictographs. In addition,
several snakes occur in the
pictographs- including what
appears to be QuezalcoatI, the
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Fig. R-6

Fig. R-7

winged serpent god of the Maya.
The ever present turkey
became the next influence. One
cannot help but notice turkey
feathers lying all over the
floodplain. Determining exactly
what infonnation was necessary
to express turkey was difficult until
what was blatantly obvious came
forward: the feathers.(fig. R-6)
The spine with members leaning
off of it at an angle suggest a
layout for window panes in relation
to their mullions that would be
quite exciting.
The annadillo offered a
very intriguing forni to play with.
The element that most comes to
mind is its shell.(fig. R-7) The shell
can directly lend its form to
building mass. The joints of the
shell offer up a great opportunity
to study how surfaces can
interact.
Since the Concho River
flows nearby, fish play a big part
in influencing design, (fig R-8)
The skeletal system offers a direct
parallel to structural systems and
window mullions. The fins with
their translucent membranes
recall images of stmts holding up
glass dividers. This will be picked
up in the Research Center later in
the text. The corporeal nature of
the fish can be interpreted into the
massing of wall systems and
stmctural members.
Once basic information
was gained about how the natural
bodies could be used, it was
necessary to start looking at the
required functions and sizes of
spaces to help determine how
bodies could be best paired with
individual uses. This process was
started by laying out function
relation diagrams and square
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footage maps (fig R-9). Thisi
allowed directive visualization of
the spatial relationships required
to design the project. Once
completed, initial sketch design
began.
• Responses to Built Context
I
It was hard to ignore the I
masterwork that went into thel
stonework of some of the local I
buildings. Several of the buildings I
in Paint Rock were built out of the I
local limestone. It was decided I
that limestone should be used for I
most wall surfaces.
I
Another
prevalent!
element in the build context was I
the metal shed roof. Whether it I
was part of a barn or house,!
standing metal roofs were used I
quite extensively. An addition,!
most of the stone houses in the I
area also have metal roofs. The I
flexibility of the material would lend I
itself well to the complexity!
required by the rendering of a I
corporeal body in architecture. I
• responses / processes related I
to Facility mission
I
In order for the research I
departments to function without I
disturbance, it was determined I
that they should be separated I
from the public interpretation!
departments. Thus, the complex I
would be in two separate parts on I
the site: the Interpretive Centerfor I
the public, and the Research!
Center for the private studies. I
With a whole ranch to use, it was I
tough deciding exactly where the!
buildings should go.
Two!
locations made sense: right by the I
highway to catch the passersby, |
and right next to the bluff for easy I
access. The siting for t h e j
Interpretive Center was set close
to the bluff so that the public could
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I have closer access to the bluff and
not be burdened with a long hike.
In orderto have easy access, not
disturb the floodplain, and observe
a comfortable distance away from
the Interpretive Center, the
Research Center was sited along
a creek bed downhill from the
Interpretive Center. From this
point onward, the discussion will
focus on the Interpretive Center,
and then move on to the Research
Center.
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• • Interpretive Center
The initial response for
I the Interpretive Center was to
[educate the visitor about the
I pictographs while slowly changing
I the interior elevation from the level
lof the plains to the floodplain
I below the bluff. The next question
[was how the building should be
I oriented to allow this to happen.
I (see Fig. R-10)
I
The first layout was a
Icollection of random lines
I interspersed with a sinuous curve
[relating to the snake. The plan
I layout of the random lines were
[influenced by the abstract
I pictographs that appear to have
I no obvious meaning, and from the
I bunches of prairie grasses that
I radiate out from their root in the
ground.(fig. R-10,11,12,13,14)
I The roof's stmctural system took
I it's form from the spine of the
I snake.(fig. R-15) The building ran
I down the hill at the location of the
I existing caliche road. This would
I take advantage of a natural slope
I conducive to a ramping system.
I The sketch had no real scale
I relation to the required dimensions
I of the spaces- just a gesture of
[form toward a direction. It did
establish a trend in later versionsthe sinuous fonn played against
the straight walls acting as

backdrop.
In the first scheme, the
information desk became the hub
of operations, centered in the coil
of the snake. The information
desk was given command over
the reading room in order to
reduce the amount of staff
required to mn the facility (this
feature was included in the final
design). This design relied heavily
on the observer to comprehend
the curved forms as parts of a
snake. This perception would
have been very difficult without
being able to look at a plan. The
plan did promote a exploratory
nature- a place that was not direct
and had to be searched to find the
information.
In order to reach a broader
audience, this concept was
replaced with a "don't get lost"
approach. Another option was to
render the snake form in
rectilinear fashion to relate it to the
status quo. (fig. R-10) This idea
took away too much from the
overall scheme, and was dropped.
Another problem with the
first scheme was no relation
between the snake element and
therestofthebuikJing. Both areas
were distinct parts that just
happened to be next to each
other.
• Scheme 2
The next scheme was
prepared for the Schematic
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Fig. R-14

review. It focused on reworking
the snake fonn interface with the
rest of the building mass, and the
integration of other corporeal
influences into the massing of the
building. Thesnake-fonngalleries
would start at the building mass
near the entry and then stretch out
by itself down the hill.(See Fig. R16) A datum wall ran alongside
the snake-form, giving it a
backdrop to play off of. The
gallery eventually freed itself of the
massing near the end, and then
faded away into the paved trail.
This created a 'lollipop' parti,
which was deemed undesirable.
Circulation
in
the
Interpretive Center followed the
shotgun approach- the path of
travel went straight through
without hindrance. At this point.
The entry sequence had problems
because It became a space left
over between other building
forms. As with the previous
version, space allocation was not
accurate, thus the size of the
facility was still misleading. The
access to the administrative
offices went between the
restrooms and through the shop.
The tradeoff of location for access
was not worth it-thus, a new
location for the shop and offices
needed to be found.
Good points with this
version was the creation of a
courtyard dedicated to the
Children's Learning Center. This
courtyard centered around the
theme of leaming by doing. One
of the courtyard walls was
constructed to look like the
limestone bluff that the original
pictographs are on. Kids would
be encouraged to paint their own
pictographs on this wall. After
several years, the eventual
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buildup would educate thai
children how this site became so
prominent- one Indian copying
another's lead by leaving their own
mari<. Adults would learn about
the concept by observing the
children learning. This feature
would be kept in another form in
the final design.
Another good feature of
the organization was that thel
information desk couW also keep I
an eye on the gift shop if staff was I
unavailable to man it. The gift I
shop was also located on thel
return traffic path to maximize I
merchandising.
I
The location of thel
Interpretive
Center
wasl
questioned because of solarl
orientation, and the distance ofl
path. The broad side of thel
building faced into the southwest I
sun, which would create a huge I
solar gain. Also, the path took I
visitors 300' out of their way, I
adding onto the walking burden of I
those who could not go long I
distances.
I

• Evolution of Interpretivel
Center from Schematic reviewl
to Qualifying Review
I
Concerns expressed!
during schematic review were that I
the building form was noti
conforming to the mandates of the I
theory, and whether or not the I
orientation on the site was the I
best solution.
I
The entire building was
moved from the road site to one
perpendicular to the line of the|
bluff. A cleft in the bluff was
chosen for its gentler slope and
the ease in which it could be
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adapted for a return traffic trail
The limestone abutments cease
at the cleft- thus there are no
pictographs that are threatened.
Turning the buiWing perpendkxilar
to the diff created the allusion that
the building was a fossil buried in
the hill and had been exposed
over time. This feature relates to
the nautilus fossils found
embedded in the limestone bluff.
It also allowed the building to be
at a kjwer scale on the plains side.
The addition of natural
light into the space was matched
with circulatbn guidance. The
snake skeleton from previous
versions was adapted into a
skylight. The skylight begins at
the lobby as an outdoor canopy
and runs above the main
circulation path deep into the
building. In this way, there is no
question about where visitors are
supposed to go upon entering.
The exact configuration of how
visitors get to the pictographs is
another problem in itself.
• Deciding the gallery fonns
Exactly what form and
how it would be configured was a
large problem. Where does the
sinuous curve lie, and what
purpose does it play? Since the
sinuous form of the snake derives
from it's body's contortions during
movement, the curved sections
would mainly be devoted to
circulation. To make the form
more interesting, the curved
section was segmented, with
each step down the hill smaller
than its predecessor.
The
segments recall a snake working
out of its skin against the datum
walls of the buikJing. To accent
the difference between the "snake
" sections of the building and the
rest, the ceilings and their

respective roofs were kept k)w
This adds to the corporeal image
formed while looking at the
elevation.
In orderto tie the buikjing
with its site, parts of the limestone
bluff and natural vegetation were
recreated inside the buikJing. This
allowed dose visual and tactile
exploration of the pictographs and
their location without damaging
the authentic pictographs. It also
allows those who cannot hike
around the property to be able to
come in close contact with the
native vegetation.
The placement of the
administration offices required two
things: a supervisory position in
the building, and a character all
its own. This was solved by
placing the offices on a catwalk
overlooking the interpretive
galleries and the floodplain
outside. The offices took on a fish
form in plan, whose port and
starboard sides cantilever off of
the main datum wall of the center.
The offices are connected to the
lobby by a catwalk. The space
underneath was perfect for a
chase to run HVAC, plumbing,
and electrical services through.
All the ductwork and pipes were
left exposed to take on the look of
arteries flowing through the
building. The only problem was a
lack of clearance under the
catwalk as the level of the galleries
rose to meet the lobby area. The
solution was to wall off the
underside of the catwalk until it
rose higher than 7 feet.
The catiA/alk leads on to
a lookout post for the security of
the pictographs. The lookout
could be open for public viewing.
The problem arose of egress from
a dead end corridor that the
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Fig R-17

in the form of panels that run from
• Working with the lobby
The lobby of the the side walls to half the distance
Interpretive Center had many to the ridge beam. Recreations
variations of arrangement before of some the pictographs line the
its final version. The location of side walls.
the elements in relation to each
When the auditorium
other posed the biggest problem. moved, the restrooms took its
The Children's Learning Center spot initially. It was suggested
moved around several times. It's that the restrooms need not be
problem was orienting the room given the important spot at the end
and Its adjoining painting wall so of the axis of the building. Thus,
that adults may view the children they were moved to occupy the
while they are walking through the location of the gift shop. The gift
displays. An interior courtyard shop had been located on the
arrangement took up too much return circulation path near the
interior circulation space to get help desk. A niche had been
around. Instead of an interior pushed out of the wall to allow for
courtyard, the painting wall was display shelving. This niche was
moved to the outside of the modified to contain the doors into
building in view of a line of the restrooms and a small alcove
windows in the galleries.
for two public telephone booths.
Also bearing on the lobby • The problems with the lobby
The galleries were the
was the placement of the
auditorium, restrooms, and gift first element of the design to be
shop. The problem was placing locked in. Thus, the lobby was
the auditorium where it would be modified to work with the galleries.
noticed, but would not overpower This caused problems with the
the path through the building. In alignment of the various stnjctural
this version of the Interpretive members to common bearing
Center, it was placed around the points. Other problems arose with
comerfrom the vestibule such that how entry should be oriented to
it probably would not be seen catch visitors from the parking lot(
upon entry. The size of the to scream I AM ENTRY!).
The solution was to allow
auditorium didn't fit into the
the
skylight
structure to run
predetermined bay between the
datum walls. Instead of changing independently of the other
the entire building, it was moved elements of the building in order
to the side-directly across from the to turn its face toward the parking
help desk. A massive wall was lot. Its clearance height would be
later added in front to announce much taller than the surrounding
its presence. This wall was to areas to establish its dominance.
The skylight's
recall a mammal body leaning
against the vertical wall, as if glulam members were supposed
sleeping. The auditorium's ceiling to have the appearance of a
was framed out in glulam beams gnarled spine with its ribs bearing
curved up to meet a double thick on the adjoining walls. The ridge
ridge beam. The structure's beam was smoothed out because
influence came from the ribcage it was starting to suggest that the

Interpretive Center was a natural
history museum The silhouette
of the skylight structure was left
to express spine and nbs
Once the skylight was
placed, the exad orientation of the
help desk could be made. It's
form takes on the form of a
wishbone A problem with the
previous version was that the
return traffic pattern could see
directly into the help desk area,
and visitors coukj lose their way
when stepping out of the
circulation path for infomiation at
the help desk The desk's long
side was re-oriented so that
visitors will have no choice but to
rejoin the circulation path in order
to continue on their way.
Another feature just off of
the lobby is the Adult Reading
room The biggest problem with
the reading room was where to put
it. It was easy to decide where
motto put it: the Children's learning
center, the auditorium, the
workshop. It was decided to leave
it near the information desk as in
eariier versions.
The interpretive gallery
circulation organization took its
form from the snake- in that the
coiling of the snake allows a longer
linear travel path in a more
compact amount of space. With
the circulation path twisting and
tuming, the visitor is compelled to
linger' around the informational
displays without feeling pushed
out the door. The exact from it
should take was a concern
throughout the design process.
It s final fonn will be discussed in
the description section.
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• • Research Center
• Evolution of the
Research Center up to
schematic review
The Research Center
grew to be its own animal during
the development process. It did
not evolve as much as the
Interpretive Center because its
initial design was more
cohesive.
The Research Center
design all started around the
grouping of the matrix washing
stations in a quarter circle, (fig.
R-18) Instead of the waste
water running at will, the spouts
from the sinks would be detailed
to create a fountain that would
plunge into the collecting pool
below. The pool will allow the
silt to settle out before returning
the water to the environment It
also creates a water feature that
will be an amenity to relax
around. The rest of the building
would eventually wrap around
the sinks as the heart of the
design.
The first scheme came
from the effort to make a relation
to the Interpretive Center
design.(Fig. R-19 The idea was
just a jumble of spaces trying to
surround the matrix core. This
scheme was quickly scrapped
because
of no
appeal
whatsoever.
The
next
design
involved an extension of tlie
curve around the matrix sinks,
(fig. R-20) Initial sketches
spawned a couple of animal
forms that could be incorporated
into the design. The fin and
back of a sun perch would be
later incorporated into the entry
of the building.
All departments of the

Research Center use the main
archive. It would be logical to
locate it in a central position with
the departments around it.
Instead of all the research offices
interspersed in their departments,
it would be better to located them
off of the main archive for an
improved access to the reference
materials.
Something needed to be
added to the design to relate all
the various masses together. A
long datum element was added
that stretched from the northwest
corner near the lobby to the
southern end in the Digital
Restoration Lab. It became a
central circulation pathway for
traffic flowing through the archive
on their way to the DRL and PL.
The element was raised overhead
to create a chase for HVAC
distribution.
• Evolution up to qualifying review
The Photo lab acts as a
service to the Digital Restoration
and Archeological Processes
labs. Its location should be easily
accessed by both departments.
The first scheme placed the Photo
Lab at the south end of the DRL.
The final decision was made to
move the Photo Lab in between
the two other departments so that
each could be served. The
documentation studio was placed
more toward the APL so that
artifacts don't have to travel far in
order to be photographed. The
printing room was placed near the
DRL because it will primarily be
producing prints for the restoration
process.
• Reorganization of APL
The
Archeological
Processes Lab initially was
grouped around the ascension
room. This configuration would

Fig R-18

was moved from the east side to
the north side because it interfered
with the traffic patterns to and from
the dock. The archive was much I
larger than anticipated. It was
placed on the north side as well |
so that artifacts could be taken
directly from the wet room into the
archive. The publishing rooms I
were now expressed more openly
by curving their front walls into the f
ascension room space.
There is not much to be I
said for the development of the
Research Center. The way it was
designed for the schematic review
clicked so well that it did not
require much more thought than
the altering of subtle features. It
will be discussed at length in thej
description section.
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• changes to the program
Because of the timel
constraints, The researchers
residence was dropped from this
phase of development. The
residential complex will more than |
likely evolve as the need arises.
Another issue that fell by I
the wayside was a complex
system of trailside devices. These
devices were intended to further
educate and instruct about the'
pictographs. Other devices were I
meant to shield the pictographs I
from damage. After more study
of the stmcture of the bluff, it was
determined that the pictographs |
were drawn in naturally protected
areas. Artificial shielding would
not be of any additional benefit.
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a B a Descnption
This section describes
the projed in it's finished state.
The buildings were named the
Sims Research Center and the
Campbell Interpretive Center.
The name Sims comes from the
first family to claim and settle the
ranch that contains
the
pictographs. Grandpa Sims
fenced in the bluff to proted it from
damage by the public. The name
Campbell comes from the current
family to occupy the ranch: Kay
and Fred Campbell. They have
spent all of their lives protecting,
promoting, and educating the
public about the pictographs. It will
be their spirit that will live on in
the Interpretive Center.
• SItework
The existing road access
was surfaced with caliche. The
road has been regraded and
paved up to the Research Center
and Interpretive Center. The
access road leading down to the
floodplain was re-graded with a
mixture of caliche and some rock
from a quarry on the site. This
helped the road blend in with the
site. Since the main objective was
to alter the site as little as possible,
very little obvious sitework was
done. The easternmost branch of
the Research Center creek was
re-graded to allow more room for
loading dock functions.
• • Research Center
• corporeal Influences, general
The obvious corporeal
influences express themselves in
the lobby and DRL area. The
larige massive stone wall that lines
the westem side of the lobby is
six foot thick at its base, and
I tapers to two feet thick fifteen feet
off the ground. Vertical members
arranged eight feet apart rise up
from the top of the wall to hold up

horizontal members forming the
skylight. The whole assembly is
taken from the back of a sun
perch, which can be found in the
Concho River. The floor tile is
diamond shaped to recall the
image of scales to the mind. A
scale pattern is cut into the rock
surface of the wall. The spandrels
that run between the spines above
the skylight are frosted green
glass, lined with a strip of
aluminum along the top edge to
protect the sheet from shattering
from impact.
The other
obvious
influence is the form of the Digital
Restoration Lab and the
Photography Lab. The curved
wall sections are all segments of
the same curve, but each section
is extruded three feet out from the
preceding wall. The complete
elevation of the wall recalls the
shell of the armadillo with each
segment hinged just below the
edge of the preceding one. The
joints of the shells have become
windows to allow views out to the
matrix washing areas and the
porch for the back door
The building as a whole
has a corporeal quality because
of the way the curves around the
lobby and DRL relate to each
other and to the datum element

Fig. R-24

organism lying on the ground,
waiting to be discovered like a
shell on a beach. The row of
research offices on the west side
take on the look of folds in the skin
around the active joint of the
lobby. All of the skylights have a
skeletal quality acting as a cage
for the light. The offices in the APL
take on the feel of the humanoid
backside. Finally, the roll of the
curve along the south side of the
Research Center is the outline of
a snake slithering down the creek
bed-turning to see its path.
• siting
The research center was
intentionally sunk into the ground
to help minimize the impact of a
large building mass on the site.
Once occupants have
cleared the gate and have arrived
at the parking lot, the building sets
directly ahead.
• lobby
Rising out of the center of
the front of the building, the lobby
declares where occupants should
enter the building. People
entering the building are greeted
by a human-scaled metal and
glass shade that becomes part of
the vestibule. Once through the
vestibule, the lobby space jumps
upward to the glass and steel
skylight. One cannot help but
notice the massive stone wall that
cants into the floor. It's design is
based on the back of a fish, with
the spinesrisingabove to simulate
the dorsal fin and webbing.
Information boards line the left
side of the lobby to educate
entering guests on the functions
of the building. Directly to the right
is the administrative offices for the
coordination of center activities. A
screen wall sets directly ahead to
separate the lobby area from the

screen, or around either side. Off]
to the left side of the screen is the
main spine of circulation leading!
to the Photo and Digital
Restoration Labs. The corridor on |
the left leads to the Archeological I
Processes Lab and the center's]
restrooms.
• common resources
The main coordinating!
office is broken into three spaces:
room for a secretary and a I
volunteer space, the assistant]
director, and the overall director. |
The director's offices open up into
the secretaries space. A large
window allows the secretaries
position to monitor front door
traffic. The stone walls on the
lobby and exterior sides of the
office contain niches built in to
allow for shelving and/or)
cabinetry. Heavy timbers appear!
to hold up the acoustical tile
ceiling, concealing a plenum]
space above.
• Breakroom, Restrooms
The breakroom for thel
facility is located next to the
administrative office. It's ceiling
rises to expose the glulam beams
supporting the actual roof. A
conference table, a countertop
with sink and microwave, and
vending machines are located]
here for the staff's convenience.
The restrooms arel
located across the lobby. The
toilet screens take on the form of
a fish fin. The same screens are
used in the Interpretive Center|
restrooms.
• library/archive/research offices I
The lobby space directly
leads into the central archive]
space. This space is designed to
hold all resources necessary to
the daily routines of the Research
Center. Bookshelves are kept low
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I to the ground to allow the tops to
be used for impromptu layout
space. Their heightcan be added
to later if the need for more
I storage arises.
The archive's west wall is
I lined with research offices so that
the researchers can have easy
access to reference materials.
The outermost wall containing the
offices curves outward while the
inner most wall around the lobby
curves inward to allow more
offices to be squeezed into the
space without extending the total
I length of the building. A skylight
bridges the gap between the rows
I of offices and continues the entire
length of the archive. Each office
has a window and desk equipped
I with network connections. The
offices are not intended for
I meeting purposes.
I Archeological Processes Lab
description of function
The
Archeological
[Processes Lab (APL) conducts
and supports any archeological
study done at the site or anywhere
in the region. The APL is divided
into exterior processes and interior
[processes.
field loading/unloading,
I matrix washing, drying
The exterior spaces
I support the sending and retrieving
excavation teams to the field sites.
A loading dock lines the eastern
side of the porch. A large storage
room right off the doci< holds all
surveying equipment, chuck
boxes, tools, vvheelbarrows, and
anything else required for field
I operations. All artifacts are
brought up onto the porch to be
[sorted to its proper destination.
I There are multiple entry points into
the ascension room discussed
later. Matrix( dirt collected from
each cell separated by its
elevation in relation to the dig) is

spread in screens and washed in
the sinks oriented in a quarter
circle at the edge of the porch.
The screens are then set out in
the sun to dry or in the drying
closet on inclement days. The
drying closet has a small
circulating fan to speed the drying
process. The matrix sinks are
oriented in a quarter circle to make
use of the discharged water. The
spouts are arranged to create a
water feature to be enjoyed by
staff that is on break. Because of
a natural spring, the pool below
the sinks will stay full most of the
year. The system of pools will
allow the silt to settle out of the
water so that the mnoff will not
impact the Concho river. Unused
screens will be stored on the
shelves provided along the back
wall of the porch.
The porch area is
completely shaded against the
harsh summer sun. Two skylights
do provide some natural lighting.
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Ascension Room
The ascension room is
the center of activity for the
Archeological Processes Lab. All
artifacts will pass through this
room to be analyzed, initially
cleaned, assigned and marked
with an ascension number,
bagged, and readied for archiving.
Three stations with wrap-arourid
tables, microscopes, and data
entry ports line the southern wall.
The room allows the setup of six
portable tables that can be
configured to meet the exact
needs of the job at the time.
Shelves line the walls to hold
reference books and the
comparative collection of animal
bones. A drafting station for
drawing plot plans is set up for
easy reference. An emergency
eyewash station is located on the
wall next to the wet room.
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A line of clerestories bring
in ambient light from the north to
ease the general artificial lighting.
Task lighting in the fonn of track
lights are provided for every
wori^station, and are adjustable for
the portable tables.
Off of the ascension room
lies the wet room, publishing
offices, and the archive. The wet
room is where artifacts are
stabilized, cleaned, and ordered
for ascension. The room is
completely lined with countertops
to aid layout. Both sinks are
outfitted with distilled water, and
have removable screens to catch

micro artifads. All work surfaces
have a built in venting system to
capture any hazardous fumes
coming from cleaning solvents. A
vented closet sits off to the right
to contain the acetone bath and
gluing stations.
The publishing offices
allow individual researchers to
have some quiet while completing
reports and still have immediate
access to the archive and
ascension rooms. The rooms
facing take on the image of the
posterior of humanoids. This has
something to do with the cmx of
all scientific research- what good

is research if nobody hears
about it? Writing the reports
can become a pain in the
backside...
The archive room is
dedicated to the long term
storage of artifacts found at the
site. It is climatically controlled
and lined with shelving units.
• Digital restoration Center
The prime feature of the
Research Center is its
capability to support digital
restoration of the Paint Rock
pictographs. The DRL, located
at point x on the plan, employs

a team approach to restoring the i
pictographs. Five workstations
and a large central layout table are
all together in the main space of
the DRL. Two of the workstations
are single use. These stations
have a large table for laying out
large drawings and photographs,
a computer terminal set at 45
degrees to the table surface, and
a small tabletop for reference I
material.
Bookshelves f o r i
reference materials are installed I
on the walls above all thel
workstations. The remaining!
three workstations are grouped on I
one long surface against thel
southeast wall. The table top is I
set into a niche that pushes!
outside of the surface of the wall. I
This allows windows f o r i
sidelighting of the tabletop. No I
windows were placed to reduce!
glare on the computer displays. I
The scanning station is!
set into the niche, and i s !
connected into the DRL network. I
The plotting station is located out I
of the main circulation pattern so I
that large format prints will not get I
into the way of normal traffic. A I
drafting station is located around!

Fig.'ft-27
.Fig R-28
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I the comer for the rectification of
line art in preparation for scanning.
Other features of ttie DRL
is the director's office and its
adjacencies The director's office
is oriented to catch any visitors
coming through the entrance to
the DRL. The DRL has its own
archive located just off the
printing/drafting area. This allows
quick access to hardcopies and
softcopies of the work being done.
The introduction of Iomega zip
drive technology allows for
compact storage for massive
amounts of data in a portable
format. The archive is also
located to allow for the expansion
of the DRL at some future time.
The DRL is also located directly
adjacent to the printing segment
of the Photography Lab.
• Photography lab
The Photography Lab
handles
all
camerawork,
developing, and printing required
by the Research Center. Closest
to the APL is the documentation
studio. It is located here for the
convenience of documenting
artifacts frc>m the APL. Two of the
four walls are lined with
changeable
backdrops.
Adjustable lighting on booms and
a display table allow for
photographs to be taken from a
180 degree range. Cubbyholes
allow for the storage of all sorts of
gizmos related to photography. A
refrigerator is provided for the film
storage.
Next to the studio is the
developing room. All processing
of film takes place here. Two large
sinks accommodate developer
mixing, development, and bubble
1 rinsing. Ample countertop and
cabinet space make the
developing room flexible to handle
any odd job in relation to

photography.
Between ttie developing
room and DRL lies the printing
room. Although small, it is
designed to handle large format
prints up to 5' x 6'. A sliding
tabletop allows the stop bath tray
to be located above the
workbench. In this way, the print
is taken out of the developer and
put into the stop bath. While in
the bath, the tabletop slides over
the developer- exposing the fixing
chemicals below. The print can
then be transferred to the fix. This
eliminates 6 linear feet from the
countertop space required.
Fig R-29

• • Interpretive Center
• corporeal influences,
general
Unlike the Research
Center, the main corporeal
influences in the Interpretive
Center focus in specific areas
rather than the entire building.
The snake gives its influence to
circulation and part of the gallery
forms. The fish lends itself to the
administrative offices, etc. All
parts will be discussed during the
description of the individual
spaces.
For clarity, the
description of the Interpretive
Center will be done as if entered
and used by a visitor.
• lobby
When
the
visitors
approach the building from the
parking lot, they are immediately
confronted by the backbone-like

Fig. R-30
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stnjcture projecong out over entry
This becomes the suppor
structure for the skylight that wil
lead them through the building
The information desk juts oul
toward the incoming visitors tc
catch them upon entry, (see entry
perspective below. Fig. R-30) It's
form is based on the wishbone o1
aturi<ey. The wall behind the desk
blocks views dov\m the return path
corridor. To the right of the desk
is the Reading Room. To the left
is lobby space to handle large
groups coming in from the
weather. It contains the gift shop,
the concealed
workroom,
auditorium, and entrance to the
Interpretation galleries and the
children's leaming center.
The skylight overhead
leads the visitor directly into the
galleries. The surrounding

beginning of the ramping system
cuts into the lobby ffoor to 'drain'
the visitors down the path. The
visitor is given a vista to the
bottom of the galleries as a
subconscience goal to achieve.
Assuming there is a
presentation going on, the visitor
could step into the auditorium.
The front wall curves and slumps
into the space to gather attention.
A skylight overhead will cause
shadows to fonn over the texture
of the rubble stonework. The
ceiling of the auditorium is
composed of a glulam beam
ribcage supporting the roof The
ridge beam turns down and hangs
over a smalt stage . The ribs
actually span the entire distance
and hold up the ridge beam- even
though t appears the other way
around. Panels representing
muscle and skin stretch from the
walls to a quarter of the distance
of the span. Lighting equipment
and HVAC vents hide above the
panels. Crude renditions of some
of the more recognizable
pictographs are rendered in brick
on the side walls.
If there are children in the
group, they will benefit by going
into the Children's Learning
Center. Programs designed just
for them are held
there.
Instmction about Indian lifeways,
pictographs, and archeology are
all available for play/exploration.
A small courtyard just outside of
the Center contains the painting
wall where kids can leave their
own mark in the way of the
Indians.
If someone wants to
leam more about the pictographs,
an Adult Reading room is
available for their use. It contains

comprehensive
and
rare
knowledge for the public use All
[materials must be checked out
[from the archive behind the
infonnation desk. The information
[desk extends into the reading
room to serve researchers. The
[ceiling has exposed glulam
I members matching up to a spinal
beam. The window to the outside
is composed of 1" thick slats
sandwiched together and laid
horizontally in a metal mutlion.
(Fig. R-34) This will allow light
and abstract shapes to be seen
[from the outside, but privacy will
be assured The bookshelves are
oriented at a 45 degree angle with
glass liners so that researchers
can see the front of the book as
[well as the spine.
I galleries
Once the visitors have
[made their way in and have
[followed the skylight-suggested
path. They will be in the
.interpretive galleries.
The
galleries wind through the building,
dropping at least two feet in
elevation between floor levels.
The circulation path was laid out
to allow views to the 'goal' of the
outside door without direct access

to it. The visitor is forced to walk
through the displays so ttiat they
will know what they are seeing by
the time that they get there.
The galleries cycle
through the subject areas of
prehistory, Indian lifeways,
storytelling,
pictograph,
pictograph creation. Digital
Restoration, archeology, relation
to other sites, and information
aboutttie Research (Center. In the
Indian lifeways section, a series
of one-way glass windows allow
visitors to see the children's
painting wall outside of the
Learning Center.
In the
pictograph creation section, a part
of the limestone bluff has been
recreated to allow close-up
inspection. Planters with native
plants are interspersed throughout
the galleries to give it a natural
feel.
Once the visitors have
been through all of the displays,
they enter the last system of
ramps that lead to the floodplain
below the bluff. «insert circaxon
and ramplan.» the ramps twist
and turn like the bowels of a
snake. The visitors come out onto
a balcony for their first view of the
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Fig R-35

Fig. R-36

down all the way. They are then
guided by trail to see the
pictographs.
The retum traffic has the
choice of going up through the
galleries again or taking a nature
trail that gentty goes up the bluff.
The 'back' entrance to the building
takes the visitors by the restrooms
and through the temporary
exhibits section. This leads baci<
into the lobby, where they will walk
straight toward the gift shop on
their way out.
• Other features of the building
At the beginning of the ramp
leading down into the galleries,
there is a ramp going up. This
becomes the catwalk that leads
to the administrative offices. The
offices hang over the galleries.
The fomn of the offices are taken
from a generic fish symbol in plan.
Once shadows were cast on the
model, it was discovered that the
offices cast a fish form on the west
wall of the Interpretive Center.
The catwalk continues on
to the end of the building. It
terminates at a platform that looks
out over the bluff and the
floodplain below. This is for the
security of the pictographs, and
allows a nice lookout for visitors.
A stair leads off of the platfonn
for egress during emergencies
and for quick access down to the
floodplain. An alarm gate will be
placed so that visitors cannot skip
the displays and head straight
down to the floodplain without the
staff knowing it. The platform is
shaded by a small arrowhead
shaped skeleton that will has a
small panel on the top for skin.
A support service for the
Interpretive Center is the
workshop. The workshop is

closed, no will be able to tell that
there is a door there. The whole
wall slides into a pocket for
access. The workshop contains]
the staff toilet, electrical controls,
a loading dock, and maintenance!
equipment. Small shows can be [
assembled here. It would be a
rare occurrence that the shop and
the auditorium would be used at]
the same time. In that event the
wall between them is doublyl
insulated and has the airspace of J
the pocket door between them.

Fig. R-37
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all pictographs throughout are based on the watercolors of
Forrest Kirkland, 1967. Edited by author
Page work / Photographer / artist
10
fishbone, Andreas Feininger, 1956.
11
Proportion drawings, Francesco di Giorgio, 1988.
13
Vulture bone, Moshe Safdie, 1982.
13
Greek origins, Cari Boetticher, 1988.
13
wolf proportions, Earnest Thomas Seaton, 1977.
14
rabbit, Jim Whitcomb, 1977. edited by author.
14
TV antenna, Sanyo.
39
Plan. Will Bmder Architects, 1995.
39
Interior photograph. Architectural Record, 1995.
58
Proportional study, de Chiara, 1990.
71
Painted Rocks Arial, Clemens, 1981.
72
Map, Texas Department of Transportation, 1996.
77
map, U.S. Dept of Agriculture, 1988.
79
various nature, Texas Parks and Wildlife, 1977.
All other works by author.
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